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With the implementation of Title IX

Sports objectives made
■

'Leaves' me alone
Riechel Carson, S, and Forrest Carson, 3, seem to share different opinions about playing in the leaves as the latter gets

FteMkT S1WJY MCKMNKV

covered. The two are children of Dr. and Mrs. Gary Carson. Dr.
Carson is a member of the English Department

Geography Department develops
comprehensive plan for city
By BRIAN ASHLEY
Maaatiai Editor .
A comprehensive plan prepared by the
Department of Geography has been
accepted by the City of Richmond. The
plan, recommending specific revisions
for certain phases of city development,
was contracted last spring by the
department.
The two volume report, prepared by
the Georgraphy faculty, represents six
months of research and plan development organised by Dr. Joseph Schwendeman, Jr., project director and
department chairman. Other faculty
include Project Cartographic Director
William Adams, and Research
Specialists Dr. T.J. Kublak and Dr.
Dennis Qulllen.
The report is a base study and goals for
the city to.the year 2000 explaining
procedures in three categories. The
listings include naming assets and
deficiencies, projecting future needs
and listing the requirements for the year
2000.
According to Dr. Schwendeman the
plan has "built-in flexibility and accounts
for changing factors, circumstances and

community needs through time."
During the development of the plan
approximately 10 graduate and undergraduate students helped.
"The
students did a large portion of the field
work and had an Input in making planning decisions," Dr. Kubiak said.
Kubiak said one of the most important
suggestions given by the research
committee was the phase construction of
a northern by-pass encircling the city.
This sectional development is to be
constructed between 1976 and 1990.
In other transportation areas the plan
suggested better connections to the
campus with streets and sidewalks.
Richmond's City Manager David
Graham said, "One of the many advantages of having Dr. Schwendeman
and his staff prepare the master plan is
that they are part of the community.
They not only work here, but live here as
well; therefore they have a stake in our
town and how it progresses."
From these studies, projections of
future growth were developed. These
developments were based on general and
specific community" goals.
Part two of the report offers

development guidelines for city growth.
The Geographical Studies and
Research Center estimates that
population for the Greater Richmond
Planning Area could increase 41,900
persons by the year 2000. For this reason
accommodations lor residential, commercial and industrial areas were
developed.
The report also outlines plans for land
use.s central businessdistrict, community
facilities, public utilities, financial
program and an enironmental
assessment

ByMARLARIDENOUR
Sports Editor
"We will celebrate each victory and
amend each loss without revising the
University academic schedule," said
President J.C. Powell.
For the past 16 years, part of the role of
president was announcing the suspension
of classes at noon on the Tuesday before
Thanksgiving, providing the football
Colonels defeated arch-rival Morehead.
However, this is only one of the sportsrelated decisions Dr. Powell must make.
"It is scheduled that classes will close
at the end of the day Tuesday, win, lose
or draw," Powell said. "We will make
the academic calendar on a sound basis.
This year it is scheduled this way for the
benefit of students, allowing them to be
more cautious as they travel borne for
the Thanksgiving holiday."'
"Our goal is to have a broad, competitive athletic program, but we must
achieve it with limited resources,"
Powell stated. "This requires planning
and good Judgement."
With the implementation of Title DC
which provides for equal educational
opportunities for women (including
sports), athletic departments at many
universities are undergoing massive
reorganization
"People must recognize that there is a
limited amount of resources to commit to
intercollegiate athletics," Powell said.
"There are many more demands to be
met—the entire educational mission."
"Schools such as ours do not have the
gate receipts and public support to
finance the major portion of the costs,"

Football excitement is projected to be at
an all time high this Homecoming
weekend. Sports Editor Maria Ridenour
has the scoop on Murray's Racers on
page ix.

By ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Feature Editor
According to Student Court Chief
Justice Gayle Wilson, the Student Court
is underworked and the student Judicial
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Powell also serves on a committee wlftS
other presidents of Ohio Valley Conference schools, which has a large voice
in league policy.
"All national recognition is predicated
on the value of the programs, and we are
working toward the recognition of the
member schools," Powell said.
"Currently In the working is the
eligibility of conference track champions
for the national championship."
"Our conference and schools of similar
nature are cooperating to find ways to
get a more specific input to the NCAA as
far as our kinds of institutions are concerned," he said. "We are not competing
at the level of a major athletic power. We
would like to find a class in the NCAA to
fit our needs and have a real Influence on
regulations affecting us."
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structure could be streamlined by
eliminating the dormitory Judiciary
board.
"Most of the cases we bear now consist
of traffic and parking violations," Wilson
said. "Since approximately only one
third of the students have cars, few cases
come before the Court.
I feel the student Judicial process
would be more efficient and more
representative of the student body if the
duties of the dormitory J-board were
handled by the Student Court," he said.
The Judiciary board is chosen by the
dormitory house council and hears cases
of minor housing infractions, such as hall
disturbance or excessive use of cooking
units.
Wilson said decisions made by Jboards can be prejudiced by member* of
pre-yonc
the board who may have pre-conceived

notions about the person in question.
"Since the Justices of the Court are less
likely to have personal acquaintences
with each defendent, we would be less
likely to give a biased opinion," Wilson
said.
"The more cases that come before us,
the better we can learn student
problems," he said. "This information
will allow student government to further
act in the best interests of the student
body."
The Student Court is comprized of
eleven justices, one of which is appointed
Chief Justice. The term of a Justice is
one year, but a student may serve more
than one term.
Each Justice must have at least a 2 25
overall standing and is confirmed by the
(See COURT, Pages)

Republicans

keep active while...

...hang on to the end

Collegiate Democrats include interest in
politics, desire to get involved, and that
this is an election year and they want to
help elect Jimmy Carter.
Carter's popularity and their endorsement of him may be explained by a
variety of factors ranging from his
leadership quality, views on the
economy, energy. International relations
and amnesty to s simple, "I can relate to
him."
Ross Ballard, a new member, notes
that one reason he supports Carter is
that, "He wants to keep big business out
of foreign policy."
Referring to Carter's support of coalproduced energy over nuclear energy,
Treasurer Travis comments, "Carter is
s nuclear engineer and is aware of
nuclear power's limits and the threat it
presents to the environment." '
With campaign activity expected to
peak in the next few days, the Collegiate
Democrats have their Jobs cut out for
them.
"Our tentative plans include working
in the Madison County precincts on
Tuesday although we also hope to
organize a carpool to help elderly voters
get to the polls," Baird said.

especially the recreational aspect." he
said.
"In some areas of intramural activities
we must offer the opportunity to develop
and improve athletic skills which can be
used for a long time," Powell said. "I
wish I had had the chance to develop my
golf skills in college."
Powell was a football and basketball
participant in high school and played
basketball in the Army. He also has
served as faculty representative for
swimming and tennis.
"I have a feeling for the whole range of
sports programs and their importance to *
the participant, especially the spring
sports," Powell said. "Some sports are
attractive to spectators and some are
not."

'Student Court is underworked'

Democrats
By ELLEN AMSTER
Staff Writer
The purpose of the Collegiate
Democrats is twofold; to get young
people involved in politics and also to
further Democratic Ideals, according to
David Baird, president.
"The club offers students an opportunity to participate and to gain
firsthand knowledge of our political
system," he said.
The Collegiate Democrats are an affiliate of the Kentucky Young
Democrats.
Besides conducting a voter registration
drive and working in conjunction with
Madison
County
Democratic
Headquarters,
members
have
distributed bumperstickers, campaign
literature and buttons
Some members trine club feel that,
contrary to popular opinion, interest in
the election is on the increase.
Larry Travis, treasurer, ■"ggriti that
the Ford-Carter debates have generated
some enthusiasm while fellow member
Carl Burcham attributes Interest on
campus to this election being the first
opportunity most students have had to
vote for a president.
Motives moat often cited for Joining

"As the nation moves toward the
implementation of Title DC, I feel that
Eastern has done more than any school I
am familiar with," Powell said.
"We want to have one program to allow
athletic participation of indivudals
without discrimination." he said.
"We must reallocate resources to
achieve Title IX's objectives, despite the
confusion as to what the requirements
mean, how they should be applied, and
the impact of expansion into areas we are
not funding for men," Powell said.
"It is my intention to fully meet the
requirements of Title IX by the target
date of July, 1978, and hopefully well
before that," he said.
"A broad program needs to be
achieved so a number of people can learn
varying kinds of skills," Powell said. "I
hope we will not be forced to eliminate
any programs, but we may have to
curtail some if it is found that they are no
longer viable," he said.
"As we look down the road, I hope to
keep a broad program with balanced
emphasis," Powell said.
Powell seeks to avoid the term
"minor" in reference to spring sports. "I
think they are important, and we hope to
allocate resources to continue the opportunity to participate," Powell said. "I
support every program to its extent now,
but a continual review process must take
place for the beat use of resources."
According to Powell, the University's
intramural program was developed to
afford more athletic opportunities for
students.
"I feel it is important.

Chief Justice Wilson feels

periscope
Nothing to do tonight? The Sigma Chi
fraternity is sponsoring a Haunted House
Just a mile and one half from campus.
News Editor Theresa Kliaz has the story
on pages.

he said.

Last tango in '76
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By ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Feature Editor
With the election less than a week away
and President Ford still trailing in most
political polls, the College Republicans
are trying to make sure Ford supporters
vote next Tuesday.
Near the beginning of the semester the
CR conducted a campus canvas that
contacted 1000 dorm residents.
"We phoned the students at random
and asked them if they were for
President Ford, against him or uncommitted," said College Republican
President Patty Doggett.
The survey found there were 301 for
Ford, 2(2 against him and 412 undecided.
The undecided vote is what we've been
trying to win all semester," Doggett said.
"Moat polls show moat voters are still
undecided, but hopefully they'll vote for
President Ford on election day."
The CR have been working with the
Madison County Republicans during
October to reach every registered voter
in Madison County.
"Our phone bank operation works to
contact each voter and find if they are for
the President or undecided," said
Doggett. "If they are not committed to
another candidate we encourage them to

vote for Ford. We're going to call all
confirmed Ford supporters on election
day to make sure they have voted"
The CR's purpose is to promote activity in the political process maintain*
the principles of the Repulican Party.
In addition to working on the Ford
campaign, the CR are supporting Walter
Baker in the second district
Congressional race.
According to Kentucky State College
Republican Federation President Chris
Lilly, the University has one of the most
active CR groups in the state.
"I think we do a good Job," he said.
"U.K. naturally has the biggest membership with IS. but we're second in the
state with 7t members. We've done a few
things with them. Our latest Joint project
was a Red River Gorge clean up
project"
Doggett and Uliy feel some of Ford's
strong voter backing lies in his positions
against gun control, against pardoning
draft dogers, against raising taxes, state
decisions on abortion laws and against
socialized medicine.
"President Ford's biggest asset is his
experience in foriegn policy and national
policy making," Lilly said. "That's
where he's got the big edge on Carter."
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Carter-Ford: Examining the issues
With the presidential election
just five days away, the
Progress is taking this time and
space to give an overview of the
two major candidates and their
stands on the issues. The information was taken from Common Cause material.
INFLATION
Jimmy Carter..."There are
more humane and economically
sound solutions to inflation than
the Republican program of forced recessions and high unemployment. We must battle inflation through:
-steady flow of jobs and output.

-a better matching of supply
and demand.
-reform of government
regulations which unnecessarily
add to consumer costs.
-strict anti-trust and consumer
protection enforcement.
•increased emphasis on
productivity.
-lower interest rates.
-effective monitoring of inflationary trends and forces.
-standby wage and price controls, which the President could
apply selectively."
Gerald Ford..."My first objective," Ford states, "is to have
sound economic growth without
inflation. We all know from
recent experience what runaway
inflation does to ruin every other
worthy purpose. We are showing
it; we must stop it cold."
"This is not a policy of the
quick fix," Ford asserts in his
1977 budget message. "It does
not hold out the hollow promise
that we can wipe out inflation
and unemployment overnight.
Instead, it is an honest, realistic
policy-a policy that says we can
steadily reduce inflation and
unemployment if we maintain a
prudent, balanced approach."
"We are going to get the rate
of inflation down to the kind of a
level where this country can
grow and prosper, and people,
whether they are on fixed income or working in a factory or
tilling the soil or teaching in this
university, or students who are
going here will get a fair shake
and not be robbed day after day
after day by the kind of inflation
we had in 1974."
JOBS AND UNEMPLOYMENT
Jimmy Carter..."! think the

major priority of the next Administration has got to be employment. My own belief is that
we can get the adult unemployment rate down to 3 percent
or the overall rate down to 4.5
percent, without any adverse affect on inflation;" ^
"I believe that anywie who is
able to work ought to work- and
ought to have a chance to
work...any system of economics
is bankrupt if it sees either value
or virture in unemployment. We
simply cannot check inflation by
keeping people out of work."
"I think the major thrust ought
to be the strengthening of the
private sector, not guaranteeing
everybody they will get a job
from the federal government."
To reach full employment we
must assure:
-support for the Full Employment Act of 1976.
-countercyclical assistance to
cities with high unemployment.
-an expansionary fiscal and
monetary policy for the cooing
fiscal year to stimulate demand,
production and jobs;
-(stimulation and incentives
for) the private sector to hire the
unemployed and to retain
workers already employed even
during periods of economic
downturn. To provide an additional incentive, the unemployment compensation tax paid
by the employers whould be
provided for businesses which
hire persons previously unemployed.
-an increased commitment by
the federal government to fund
the cost of on-the-job training by
business;
-more efficient employment
services to match people to jobs;
-improved manpower training
programs;
-creation of meaningful and
productive public needs jobs as a
supplement to the private sector,
including jobs for unmet needs in
areas such as housing,
rehabilitation and repairing our
railroad roadbeds.
Gerald Ford... "The best and
most effective way to create new
jobs is to pursue balanced
economic policies that encourage the growth of the
private sector without risking a
new round of inflation.
This is the core of my
economic policy, and I believe
that the steady improvements in
the economy over the last half
year on both the unemployment
and inflation fronts bear witness
to its essential wisdom. I intend
to continue this basic approach
because it is working."
"My proposed economic
policies are expected to produce
lasting, productive jobs, not temporary jobs paid for by the
American taxpayer."
"This is a policy of balance,
realism, and common sense. It
is a sound policy which provides
long term benefits and does not

Burcham
lA/l'RE HERE CUTSIDE THE h/E'/tE /-/ftXlAAi- TO THE
HALL- WHERE PRES.FOWANP HORMAL. EVERYDAY P£CPLE
CH HOVJ THEY TH/tiH EACH
QOY. CARTER "ME JU*T
CAflPlMTE RMRED,
RAD THEIR THM* DEBATE.

promise more than
deliver."

it

"President Ford is not going to
be satisfied until everybody has
a job who wants a job. that is the
only criterion by which this administration will judge whether
we are going well or badly.
Everyone who wants a job has to
have a job under this administration."
"It is true that what I am
proposing is not going to get the
unemployed back to work overnight. But it will get them back

s ON CRIME AND JUSTICE
Carter..Jravors registration of
handguns.
Ford Is "unalteraby opposed"
to the registration of guns.
"* ON INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS AND NATIONAL
SECURITY

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Carter..."We can reduce
defense expenditures by $5 to $7
billion annually."
Ford...'The amounts I seek
will provide the national defense
it now appears we need. We dare
not do less."

Jimmy Carter on Big
Business... "The basic difficulty
facing the American government today cuts across all the
other campaign issues. The
proliferation of programs and
agencies, particularly in the past
ten years, has inevitably created
duplications, waste and inefficiency."
"We must give top priority to a
drastic and through revisionreorganization of the federal
bureaucracy, to its budgeting
system and to the procedures for
analyzing the effectiveness of its
services."
Gerald Ford on big government.. "We must not continue
drifting in the direction of bigger
and bigger government. The
driving force of our 200-year
history has been our private sector.
"If we rely on it and nurture it,
the economy will continue to
glow, providing new and better
choices for our people and the
resources necessary to meet our
shared needs. If, instead, we
continue to increase government's share of our economy, we
will have no choice but to raise
taxes and will, in the process,
dampen further the forces of
MRtA)MfiT /EMJCYEC/T.
DlDSovTmUK mi*K THey
ABUTIfae, fffc BOTH &/£>
DEBATES?
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competition, risk, and reward
that have served us well.
"From the very beginning, I
forced Congress to abandon or to
severely cut back reckless
Federal spending programs.
One of my most important
weapons is the veto. I vetoed 49
bills sent to me by the Congress
and 42 of those vetoes have been
sustained, saving the American
taxpayer $13 billion."
¥" ON TAXES
Carter..."I favor a simplified
tax system which treats all income the same."
Ford... "Proposals I have
recommended will give middle
income taxpayers the kind of tax
relief they need."
•" ON DISCRIMINATION
Carter..."I favor school integration; I do not favor mandatory busing."
Ford..."I do not believe
that forced busing is the right
way to get quality education."
"* ON GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT ABILITY
Carter..."Public financing of
campaigns should be extended to
members of Congress.''
Ford..."Opposes public financing of Congressional cam-

to work, with lasting and secure
jobs-not deadend jobs supported
by the government...One cannot
promise full employment overnight, and I hope nobody does in
the upcoming debate, because it
is a cruel illusion."
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For Homecoming pageantry

President J.C. Powell
welcomes Alumni
Dear Alumni:
It is a special honor and privilege for
me to welcome the Alumni of Eastern
Kentucky University to the campus for
the first Homecoming observance during
my tenure as President of the University.
The graduates of Eastern are an integral part of the University Community.
which also includes the student body,
faculty, staff, and president, and
especially since assuming office less
than a month ago on October 1, I have
expressed the wish that each component
of the University Community will continue to work in a united effort for the
farther advancement of the institution.
We consider you, our Alumni, to hold a
special relationship to the University.
Although you have graduated, we feel
that the University has a continuing

obligation to you, and we hope that you
will take advantage of the services the
University provides for its graduates.
And, as Alumni, you have a vested interest in the vitality and reputation of
your Alma Mater. As off-campus ambassadors for Eastern, yours is the opportunity to contribute greatly to these
ends.
I hope that you enjoy your return to the
campus for the Homecoming pageantry
and the important Ohio Valley Conference football game with our sister
institution, Murray State University.
Please remember that you have a continuing invitation to visit your Alma
Mater.
Sincerely.
J.C. Powell
President

it»j

Research paper advertisement
stirs campus-wide controversy
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'Research' ad needed
for compiling work
By NATHAN SUBLET!
Business Manager
Great concern has been expressed in the Guest Opinion
last week and in a letter this
week about the advertisement
entitled "Research Papers"
published in this paper.
Both the letter and the Guest
Opinion asked that we discontinue the advertisement on the
basis that it promotes
plagiarism or academic
dishonesty of one form or
another. The letter and the
opinion both go on to expound
upon evils of academic
dishonesty and how it is a cancer
to the goals of the University.
We stand in total agreement
with this concept. This paper
has not, nor will ever, condon or
promote plagiarism or any other
form of academic dishonesty.
However, we fail to recognize
that advertisement "Research
Papers" does either.
This company offers to the
student much the same as the
library does, a file of research
papers on many subjects for the
student to use in compiling a •
paper. Whether ten cents a page
for a xerox copy of a research
paper or a lump sum for a
mimeographed paper from a
company differs little in principle.
Both may easily be
misused.
Any professor or student
knows that the proper use of
such a reference is often essential to compiling a polished piece

of work. It is with this intention
that the advertisement is
published.

Assistant's reply
Dear Nathan,
It is aet our intent to sell papers to be
used as a finished product! Enclosed is
our catalog and a sample paper from our
files.
As you can see our papers are not
analytical, evaluative or conclusive.
Therefore, they can not be used as a
finished product for academic credit.
Sincerely,
PhilPosin
/■
Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Academic honesty?
To the Editor:
While perusing the Eastern Progress
last week, I noticed an advertisement
which greatly distressed me. The advertisement was for a California based
organisation which offered academic
research papers for sale. It further
vaunted that original research was also
available presumably for a greater
price.
One would have to be extremely naive
not to recognize that this company is
pandering canned research with the tacit
understanding that it will be used by
students to fulfill course requirements.
The situation is exacerbated by the fact
that the student voice, the campus
newspaper, is an apparent willing accomplice to this despicable practice.
The First Amendment essentially
protects the right of the free press to
print anything which is not libelous or
obscene. Since this advertisement appears to be neither, it would probably be
protected. In fact, a very convincing
constitutional argument could be made
that a newspaper has an absolute right to
print such notices should it so desire.
I would be compelled to concur with the

principle that the press be free from any
government interference whatsoever.
The absolute freedom of the press is
indispensable to the survival of
democracy. However, there is nothing in
the law which requires a newspaper to
accept advertisements from all who wish.
to advertise.
The decision to accept or reject advertising copy is a matter within the
judgement of the newspaper staff. It is
obvious that this discretion has not been
exercised prudently
The evils of plagiarism are manifest
and need not be enumerated here. It is
sufficent to say that plagiarism to
academic corruption of the highest
magnitude and must not be condoned or?'
tolerated. To facilitate it is an outrage .
and does substantial violence to the very
purpose of a university.
Therefore, I vehemently urge the
Progress to correct this egregious
blunder by formulating a policy to prohibit the publication of such notices in
the future.
Sincerely,
William M. Nixon
Assistant Professor
Stratton 406

^ The Eastern Progress
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Southern
melodrama
Tennessee Williams' powerful
drama "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
opens tomorrow night at Diner's
Playhouse in Lexington.
Although the content would hardly raise many eyebrows now,
the original stage versions and
film (which starred Elizabeth
Taylor and Paul Newman) were
considered controversial in their
day. Christine Tudor and Miles
Stevens as Maggie and Brick are
pictured at left.
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'Roots

Novel about slaves brought to TV
By BOB HOI.LID AY
Staff Writer
Serialized adaptations of
several current best-selling
novels seems to have attracted a
large segment of the television
audience.
Witness the
popularity of such stories as the
12-part Rich Man, Poor Man and
the recent televised version of
Taylor Caldwell's Captains and
the Kings.
Starting in January, a
serialized version of Alex
Haley's Roots will be shown on
ABC. Haley's work, which he
has been researching and
writing since 1969, has just been
released in book form, and is
receiving much critical acclaim
as one of the most important
historical works written about
black Americans in this century.
Written in the fictional style of
a novel, Roots traces the ancestry of the author (a black
American himself) back to Gam-

bia. West Africa in the 1750's. In
that decade, Kunta Kinte, seven
generations removed from
author Haley, is taken prisoner
on board a slave ship bound for
America.
At this point, a viscerally
terrifying description of Kinte's
slave passage appears in which
the author discusses the rats,
lice, disease, filth, torture, and
in some cases, death, that many
of the captives succumbed to
before reaching this country.
Kinte is brought to America
and sold to an indifferent white
master, from whom he escapes
four times until his left leg is intentionally mutilated to prevent
further escape attempts.
Angered at the passive acceptace of many of his slave
comrades toward their condition, Kinte passes on details of
his African heritage to his
children, who pass it on to their
families, and so on. Haley says

he got the idea for his long
narrative from his grandmother.
Forcing himself to lie absolutely still orTa narrow wooden
plank for ten days, Haley says
this was how he got a feel for
writing the book. According to
Reader's Digest, the author felt
so lonely at one point he contempleted committing suicide,
but for the sake of the sacrifices
made by his ancestors he continued to write.
Haley researched Southern
plantation records, wills, and
maritime records in London for
information on African slave
ships going to America. His
exhaustive seven-year search for
material finally enabled him to
write a book, in which by tracing
his own ancestry, he has symbolically traced the history of all
black Americans of African
descent.

Delta Omicron takes top honors
in international competition
By TONY GORDON
Staff Writer
The Alpha Eta chapter of
Delta Omicron, an international
music honorary for women, is
the best in the world!
The local fraternity was
judged in competition with
seventy-seven chapters from
several nations and named "International Chapter of the
Year," for 1976-77.
This is the 10th anniversary of
Delta Omicron and they have
competed with chapters all over
the world internationally far as
Korea. Delta Omicron is a nonprofit service organization and is
not be confused with Greek
organizations.
The women involve themselves with such things as monthly bake sales, car washes and
a Christmas bazaar planned in
December to raise funds for
their work.
Also a large
Musicale with singing and
sharing for everyone.

Their business is music and
they use their talents in this area
to brighten the lives of people
around the Christmas season,
they visit Veterans Hospital and
rest homes in the area to sing
and lift spirits during the Christ' mas months.
Members of Delta Omicron
especially enjoy the fellowship
and being with girls who share
their interest, others enjoy
singing at hospitals, being
together and performing with
live audiences.
One active member Bridget
Bishop says, "It's an opportunity
to help each other with classes
and to know other girls sharing
the same majors." Genie Ezell
says, "I feel that furthering the
cause of music is the primary
reason for my involvement.
The active members of Delta
Omicron presently total thirtyfive. President Chery Austin
says, • "we are expecting six
pledges this year who all
qualified with 3.0 in music cour-

ses and 2.5 overall."
Other officers are Marcia
Howard, Vice President; Sandy
Scott, tod Vice President; Debbie Spencer, Secretary, Jane
Terry, Treasurer; Bridget
Bishop, Musical Director; Tudy
Adams, Publicity; Jo-Ann Utter,
Historian; Terry Bayes,
Chaplian; Donna Cam bell. Warden and Stephanie Sepate, Rush
Chairmen.
Delta Omicron has eight
faculty patrons who act as advisors and are involved in the
business and musical meetings
every first of the month. The advisors being Mr. Hartwell, Dr.
and Dr. Surplus, Mr. and Mrs.
Bonneman, Dr. Muns, Dr. Hensel and Dr. Hoagland are all
members of music faculty.
The purpose of Delta Omicron
is to inspire closer friendship
among women music students,
encourage high scholarship,
develop character and leadership and stimulate greater
growth in the performance and
appreciation of good music.
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We all play the

Name-dropping game
"Yup," he tries to say nonchalantly, "I partied with the
band last night after the concert.
Their lead bass told me to come
on around backstage next time
the group's in town."
He's talking about a wellknown rock group and we all
evoke the typical response:
awe.
What is it that fascinates us
with big names? Why do we like
to play the name-dropping
game?
Don't try to deny it. You can
be as cool as you want about it,
but everyone is impressed to
some degree with a Name or a
Face.

when our friends are standing
around with their lower jaws on
the floor.
Celebrities reflect a type of

When we come into legitimate
contact with a star, we feel like
some of the success we associate
with those who've "made it" has
rubbed off on us.
Made it? What does it take to
get listed in the Celebrity
Register anyhow?
Sure they've worked hard, but
so do a lot of anonymous people.
Furthermore, most of them started out as your basic, ordinary
human being. I mean after all,
where did Lee Majors spend his
college years?

Then there's autographs and
other token personal items.
Apart from the chance that it
might go for a good price several
years from now, what rational
excuse is there for getting
somebody to inscribe their John
Hancock on something? What in
the world does somebody want
with a towel that a rock star
wiped his perspiring forehead
with, unless you're a fourteenyear-old girl planning to sleep
with it under a pillow.
Maybe it all falls under our

It all rests on public exposure.
Someone gets a break, makes a
connection. Some facet of the
communication media, including word-of-mouth, picks it
up, the taps of publicity are turned on and WHAM—Stardom.
When it's possible to speak
about a celebrity with
familiarity we get a vicarious
sense of importance, especially

mania for achievement symbols—trophies, certificates, etc.
Recognition from a recognized
somebody.

I
ert
existence that we all, during our
Walter Mitty moods, prefer to
imagine as our own rather than
the one in which we live.

For whatever reason we seek
out the famous, one thing's for
certain—as long as there's an
anonymous majority and a
celebrated minority, we'll keep
on reading and talking about the
stars.
I can continue to proclaim how
fed up I am seeing Jackie O's
face plastered in magazines and
tabloids, but you can bet your
Bob Hope autograph that I'll
pause to read whatever she or
Caroline are up to.
By the way, my boss knows
Robert Redford, and chances
are good that he may walk into
the office any day....

First annual what???
The First Anr-jal Bicentennial
Win-or-Loae the World Goes
Round Festival will take place
next Wednesday night (after
Election Day) in the Keen Johnson building. Admission is $1.00.
The unconventional name

given to the event may confuse
some people.
Basically, it's
going to be a dance with disco entertainment, held in observance
of, well—the first annual bicentennial win-or-lose the world
goes round celebration!
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Due to 'honest' mistake

Undergraduate catalogs delayed
By TERRY TAYLOR
OrRaolMUoDi Kdltor
Causing what Associate Dean
and Director of Advising Roy
Barlow termed an "inconveniences to all concerned."
the 1(76-77 undergraduate
catalogs have yet to reach the
hands of students and faculty.
The catalog is a tool used in
determining what courses have
been newly approved for men's
military science options,
curriculum changes in any

department, and in freshmen
orientation classes in which
pages from the catalog are
assigned reading. Due to an "honest oversight"
on the part of the printer,
publication has been delayed,
explained John Rowlett. vicepresident and dean of the
faculties. He shares responsiblity for publication and
editing with the Office of Public
Affairs.
The problem was detected

when the proofs for the
graduate and undergraduate
catalogs returned from the
printer this summer to be
checked tor errors.
The
graduate catalog was correct,
but all SOD and 600 level courses
had been omitted from the
undergraduate catalog.
The pages had to be
renumbered after the insertions
were made, and the index could
not be compiled until the pages
were correct. "I regret the

Court underworked
(CaOUaaed from Page 1)
Senate after appointment by the Student
Association president.
"The court is as qualified as you can
get on this campus, in my opinion,"
Wilson said "All of the Justices are well
qualified and very willing to work
diligently."
Auto violations can be appealed by
taking the citation to campus security in
the Brewer building. Inform the desk
worker that you intend to appeal and fill
out a short form.
The court contacts the defendant, sets
trial date and asks if legal advice is
needed.

"I think increasing the role of the
student court is very important if the
student government is to truly represent
students." said Student Association
President Jim Chandler.
"Middle Tennessee State presently
works with a system in which students
are tried by students the University
President, Dr. Scarlett said, it has
decreased apathy and prejudices by the
student against the administration," he
said. "Hopefully there will be a time
when all student infractions will go
before a court made up entirely of
students."

Under SG sponsorship

Mock election today
Student Association is sponsoring a
mock election today in the Powell
Building. All students are encouraged to
go out and vote according to Student
Association president Jim Chandler.
"We hope to have all the candidates
that are on the actual ballot on ours, and

then tie in this election with the national
election scheduled for Tuesday." he
added.
Results of the mock election will be
tallied and appear in the next edition of
the Progress. Show your support of
student government and go out and vote.

delay, but I don't know what
could have been done to avoid
it," said Rowlett.
Absence
of
university
publication has not had many
repercussions "People have
called and asked questions, but
they understand the technical
difficulties. If there have been
any large problems, they
haven't been brought to my
attention," Rowlett said.
Though Mrs. Everlena
Holmes in medical records
thought use of the catalog was
"essential" in advising bar
freshmen students, she said
that so tar, lack of the catalog
has not caused any "real
problems".
Mr. BUI Nixon, associate
professor of law enforcement
also has s freshmen orientation
class. He said he has "been
able to work around" not having
a catalog.
Barlow said that he didn't
think anyone was "hurt" by the
delay. In most cases, students
were notified of curriculum
changes by mimeographed
sheets. Because there were few
pronounced changes in the
catalog, he said that the old
ones could be used in the
orientation classes.
Barlow, in charge of assigning
new students to their advisors,
was not informed as to why the
catalogs were late.
Even when the catalogs are
published on time in the fall, it's
a "matter of calculation" in
determining when to send in the
copy, said Rowlett. In an effort
to be aa "correct as possible"
and include all the newly approved courses, it is not mailed
until April or May. This year ,*t
wasn't sent until May.
For those students and
faculty who have missed the
catalog, it should arrive for
distribution next week.

Getting the point
Approximately 5.000 persons showed up at the Alumni Coliseum
Saturday and Sunday to receive their Swine Flu vaccinations
The health department was prepared to give 12.000 in-

ATLANTA (October 2)-The
Southern Regional Education
Board (SREB) today advanced
nine priorities for higher
education in the South in a
position statement which advised that "adjustments,
redirection and possible contraction will be necessary if
institutions of postsecondary
education are to meet successfully their respective
missions and challenges."
The position statement, endorsed by the SREB Executive
Committee, was drafted at the

Some prominent radio-tv,
newspaper, film and public
relations people in Kentucky
will speak this school year to
students in the Department of
Communications here according to James S. Harris,
department chairman.
He said those already
scheduled to talk include:
Jesse Schaefler, director of
the
Kentucky
Press
Association, Oct. 28; Charles
Harper, general manager,
WTVQ-TV, Lexington, Nov. 17;
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Those choices are likely to
grow more difficult, forcing
attention to priorities.
The
Southern "Regional Education
Board presents this position
paper to stimulate active
consideration of what those
priorities should be."
In releasing the document.
Dr. Godwin said the SREB will
be shaping its activities to aid
states and institutions ton
respond to the changes and
choices ahead.
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education as well as access for
all who can benefit.
In the foreword to the position
statement, SREB President
Winfred L. Godwin writes:
"Over the past 15 years, the
South has taken great strides
toward achieving national
parity in extending educational
opportunity and strengthening
its systems of post-high school
learning.
"At this Juncture, however,"
Dr. Godwin observes, "new
challenges face the region in
adapting to shifting needs and
realities. Leaders in both
educational institutions and'
state government already are
making difficult choices.

University Shopping Center
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475

HGMFKUTV

SLACKS
SWEATERS
PLAIN SKIRTS

representation of women and
minorities and maintaining
programs of high quality;
heightened attention to the
relationship of education and
the job market;
more extensive use of nontraditional alternatives for
learning at all levels, with one
benefit being the attraction of
new groups to post-high school
education;
an affirmative redefinition of
the purpose, meaning and value
'of baccalaureate education;
application ot tne tawnu and
resources of postsecondary
education by state governments
to the major problems facing
state agencies;
improved faculty productivity and performance by
systematic assessment of
educational outcomes;
improved statewide and institutional
planning and
decision-making;
continued emphasis on
providing postsecondary opportunities for minority and
ethnic groups and making these
efforts an integral part of the
planning process;
adequate, equitable and efficient funding of postsecondary

Radio/hack

COLLEGE CAMPUS
Good ffisa,

Eric Koehler, assistant regional
manager, TV Guide, Jan. 27;
Scott Hammen, film curator.
Speed Museum, Louisville, Feb.
14; Bob Schulman, columnist.
The
Courier-Journal,
Louisville, March 23, and
James Host, public relations
executive, Lexington, April 14.
The
Communication
Department offers majors in
journalism and broadcasting
and minors in journalism,
broadcasting, film, and public
relations.

June, 1976 annual meeting of the
70-member Board, which is
composed
of
educators,
legislators and the governors of
the 14 Southern states.
The report declares that "an
era of rapid growth and expansion has drawn to a close"
and since "it is unlikely that
postsecondary education will
receive a growing proportion of
state or societal resources," the
challenge to educational
leadership will be "to discipline
educational needs."
The document urges that
"attention must be given the
unintended and unanticipated
consequences of growth and
expansion" of the past decade,
and concludes that "constraints
must be imposed upon institutional development,
proposals for new programs,
and increasing support for
existing programs."
The nine priorities (listed
verbatim on page three)
deemed "necessary for the
continued success of education
beyond high school" Include:
selective retrenchment in
over-expanded
fields
of
graduate and professional
education, while improving the
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In Crabbe Library

Glen Kleine displays
political memorabilia
By MINDY SHANNON
Staff Writer
An extensive collection of
political memorabilia is on
display in the John Grant
Crabbe Library.
The owner at the display says
that by collecting and exhibiting
these items, "a breath of life
has been given to history—not
as in the abstract—but as in a
living, breathing feeling."
Glen A. Kleine, assitsnt
professor of communications,
has
been
collecting

Symphony
orchestra
■ h> AI.ANKHANT7

A www darn!
When the Colonels seemed to never get back on the track against
Western Saturday this ambitious young lady tried to give her

team some encouragement by giving them the "what for." But
it was to no avail as Eastern fell to the Hilltoppers 104.

Amanda Marga, a meditation path of bliss
By KEN HILL
SUM Writer
An organization called
Ananda Man>a, presented in
cooperation
with
Free
University and resident halls
programs will provide a sixweek course in meditation
beginning this week.
Ananda Marga is a non-profit
social service organization
dedicated to the establishment
II( a universal human society.
I* Sanskrit, Ananda Marga
means "path of bliss".
The course will be taught by a
student. Arleen |j»ne, who is a
certified teacher of Ananda
Mar«a meditation, lane ex-

plained that Ananda Marga
meditation "is a technique for
calming the mind" and that it
"brings about more personal
awareness of your own nature."
Ananda Marga regards
meditation as a tool by which a
need can be satisfied. And,
since meditation is the birthright of every individual, it is
offered for free.
I..n:i' said she likes to emphasize thai meditation is a
tool. She sees meditation as
"something which cannot be
taught in the traditional sense
because the potential to
meditate is inherent in
everybody."

She does not teach anyone to designed to improve cirmeditate, but rather provides culation, relax nervous tension,
the means and the basic and help maintain emotional
direction for the student to do balance. A discussion of yoga
so. In her words, "everybody is science and its practical aptheir own teacher."
plication in everyday living will
During the first two or three also be included in the later part
weeks of the class, a technique of the course.
will be emphasized which will
The
Ananda
Marga
enable the student to get used to movement began in India and
the idea of putting aside a few has been growing steadily since
minutes
each
day
for the early 60's.
During the
meditation.
period between 1961-1971, the
The rest of the course will group established over one
continue with the meditation hundred schools and children's
technique plus the introduction homes in India. It deals in inof relaxation and sensitivity ternational social service in the
exercises. These bending and areas of education, welfare, and
stretching exercises are relief.

Today there are Ananda
Marga chapters in almost every
major 1'S. city. In Kentucky
the group has provided instruction at different levels of
meditation for an estimated
1500 people.
For futher information on
either the Ananda Marga
organization, or it» free
meditation course, contact
Arleen Une at 625-5589.

The Eastern Kentucky
University
Symphony
Orchestra will present a concert
of works by Tchaikovsky, Saint
Saens, and Hanson Nov. 4 in the
Gilford Theatre, Campbell
Building.
The program will begin at
8:30 p.m. Admission is free to
the public.
The EKU Symphony is
directed this semester by Dr.
George Zack, who is director of
the Lexington Philharmonic
Orchestra.
Zack received a bachelor of
music degree from Wichita
State University, a master's
from the University of
Michigan, and a doctorate from
Florida State University.
He has taught at the
University of Michigan and
Hiram College In Hiram, Ohio,
and is the conductor and music
director of the Warren Chamber
Orchestra, Warren, Ohio.

autographed items, such as
buttons, photographs and
books, and other types of
material from political figures
and campaigns since 1956.
According to Kleine, the most
relevant items to the general
public right now come from
past and present presidential
campaigns.
Kleine
considers
the
autographed books, pictures
and documents the most
valuable items in the collection,
because these signatures of
major political figures give him
more of a personal closeness to
history.
Kleine says the autographed
items "reveal personality and
political interest," and that is
what the collecting Is all about.
In 1956, Kleine was teaching
at the University of Missouri,
when he and his students staged
a mock Democratic party
political convention, which
several major political figures
attended.
One person who attended the
was former President Harry S.
Truman.
When Truman gave Kleine a
signed, two-volume, firstedition book set of his personal
memoirs, Kleine was hooked.
From that point on, Kleine
searched and bargained for
political souvenirs.
His collection now ranges
from signatures from every
member of the Warren Commission, the group that investigated John F. Kennedy's
assassination, to a signed
statement from Ronald Reagan
on the significance of the
college press.

Over the years, Kleine has
decided that the "items most
desirable'
to him are
autographed statements from
political figures thst "say
something substantive of ;
nature."
■.
One of these "profound kind
of ststements" is the speech
from 1944 presidential .candidate Wendell Wilkle on the
capabilities of the United
Nations.
"He was running for
president against Franklin
Roosevelt in the middle of the
war years," said Kleine, "and
at that time, to speak out for the
U.N. was a very profound and
unusual thing to do."
Another item in Kleine's
collection is a paper with the
signature of each judge who
made the final decision in the
Pentagon Papers case.
"This was an important case
in political history because of
effect it had on censorship,"
says Kleine.
The collection not only contains items of the past, but also
consists of updated material,
such as campaign Items from
Ford, Dole, Carter and Mondale, the
major
party
presidential
and
vicepresidential contenders of 1976.
Buttons, bumper stickers and
pamphlets are a few of the
items in the collection from the
1976 campaign.
Mrs. Karln Blnkley, library
assistsnt, arranged for the
display of the memorabilia.
Kleine has also had historical
space exploration and print
media collections on display in
the library.
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Milestone receives first place
in Columbia Scholastic rating
By SUE FREAK LEY
SUff Writer
For the sixth time since 1963.
tfNMilestone has received first
place in the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association (or
it's publication
Every year college yearbooks
across the country are rated by
three firms:
Columbia
Scholastic Press Association,
Associated Collegiate Yearbook
Press and National School
Yearbook Association.
These firms critique the
yearbooks and judge them on
the basis of good layout, copy
and pictures. The yearbook
then receives a rating.
The other two firms are still
judging the 1976 Milestone.
"The results should come out in
the next couple of months," said
John Madras, editor of the 1977
Milestone.

In 1965, the Milestone was
awarded the All American
Rating by the Associated
Collegiate Yearbook Press and
since then has received the
award six times.
The Milestone was first
awarded the A plus award by
the National School Yearbook
Association in 1964 and had
received it eight times since
then.
"In the early 1960s the
Milestone started going up and
ever since then has been one of
the best yearbooks," said
Madras.
in 1960 Dean Donald Felter,
the Vice President of Public
Affairs took over University
publication.
His leadership
made the Milestone what it is
today," said Madras.
Madras, a management
major from Louisville Ken-

tucky is now in his fourth year
of working for the Milestone.
Working with Madras are
Managing editor Janet Smith, a
chemistry
major
from
Whitesburg, Ky. and last year's
editor of the Milestone and
business manager Jeff Cole, a
broadcasting major from New
York. This is Cole's first year
on the staff.
The sectional editors include i
Organizational Editor Stephanie
Puckett, Honors Editor Jane
Grise, Sports Editor Rick Yeh,
Seniors Editor Connie Hall,
Underclassmen Editor Sarah
Gooch, Index Editor Sheryl
Combs and Student Life Editor
Debbie Eskridge.
The Milestone adviser for the
past three years has been Doug
Whitlock, who is also the
executive assistant to President
Powell

The staff is working steadily
on the production of the S4th
annual Milestone.
Student pictures that were
taken have been printed and are
now in the Milestone off Ice. The
staff is setting up the pages of
class sections and they will be
sent to the publisher soon.
Pictures
of
campus
organizations and honor clubs
have been taken and work has
begun to schedule and take
pictures of Greek organizatons.
The bulk of those will be taken
in the next couple of weekends,"
said Madras.
"Production of the yearbook
is a year round project,'' he
said. "As each page is finished
it is sent to the publisher."
Madras said, "Each year the
Milestone gets better, It always
receives one, two or all three of
the awards."
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For Red Cross to provide free blood
'Past donors must continue their donations
and first-time donors must be actively recruited9
By GENE MCLEAN
SUff Writer
The American Red Cross on
November 9, and 10 will sponsor
a Bloodmobile on the campus of
the University.
Located in the parking lot
adjacent to the south end of the
Powell Building, the Bloodmobile will be open to potential
donors from noon to 5 p.m.
on the ninth and 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the tenth.
Appointments
will
be
available for those persons that
need to donate at a specific
time, although this is not a
requirement.
Striving for a goal of 800 pints
for this two day visit is the
primary objective of the

Madison
County
Blood
Program, who have a history of
not only meeting but often
surpassing its quota.
The American Red Cross,
according
to a
recent
publication by the American
National Red Cross, "Is the
instrument chosen by the
Congress to help carry out the
obligations assumed by the
United States under certain
international treaties known as
the Geneva or Red Cross
Convention."
The mission of the Red Cross
is, "To act as the medium of
voluntary relief and communication
between
the
American people and their

armed forces, and to carry on a
system of national and international relief to prevent and
mitigate suffering caused by
disasters."
The Madison County Chapter
through its activities render
such services that include a
blood program, a disaster
service, first aid, water safety,
and service to Military and
their families in supporting the
duties expected of the Red
Cross.
However, both nationally and
locally, the Red Cross is
governed by volunteers, who
perform most of its duties and
finance the operation by their
contributions.
According' to David Wiles.
chairman of the Madison
County Blood Program about
four years ago. Since this time
there has been a steady growth
in the amount of donations;
from about 100 units a visit to
over 700 pints.
However, only 3 per cent of all
Americans are donating 100 per
cent of all the blood that's freely
g'ven in America, said Vikki L.
Noble, donor consultant for the

Frankfort Branch of the
A 70-unit homecoming parade
Louisville. Regional Red Cross at 10 a.m. Saturday, including
Blood Program.
convertibles carrying queen
candidates, will be led through
According to a statement of downtown Richmond by a city
coverage policy released by the police escort, a ROTC military
Louisville Region Red Cross police color guard, and
Blood Center, "there is only one Dr. J.C. Powell.
way to continue to provide this
Powell, the parade grand
truly remarkable service. Past marshal, will lead IS floats
donors must continue their entered
by
a
campus
donations and first-time donors organizations, eight bands, and
must be actively recruited.
numerous other drill and
"No blood program can meet marching units.
These bands will be placeti
the policy of total supply if blood
throughout
the line of march:
is not on the shelf. Blood must
Marching
Maroons,
be available 24 hours a day, the
Madison Central High School,
seven days a week."
Madison High School, Berea
In order to secure an High School, Alumni Band,
estimated 91,000 units to cover Estill County High School.
the needs of this region and the Montgomery or Johnson County
64 hospitals located throughout High School, and Model High
the 46 counties, the American. School.
Red Cross, according lo George
The march will include 17
Blackburn chairman of the Shriners' units: Oleika Temple
University Red Cross Com- directors staff, Oleika Past
mittee, is offering not only the Masters, Kentucky Colonels,
students - and faculty of the Legion of Honor, Motor Escort,
University, but the residents of Tin Lizzies, Mini Trails,
Madison County an opportunity Marching Patrol. Miller's
to respond to the needs of Raiders, Red Beret, Suns of the
others, and once again meet a Desert, Motor Patrol, Mini Car
quota so that the demand for Patrol, Shriners Band, Buggy
free blood is met for every in- Patrol, Jockey Patrol, and Trail
dividual in Madison County.
70's.

Other marching units will be
the Little Colonels Drill Team,
EKU Cheerleaders, Lexette
Twirlers, Storiette Twirlers,
Golden Girls, University
Players, Central Baptist Clown
Unit, Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, Soutlua ' n
Kentucky Twirletts. and nor -.
The theme of the float* •
marching display is "love is..."
The parart" will pr-vee'' fr-m
the campus Gu*vn ,-aiu, txi
Avenue to Main Street, follow
Main to Collins, continuing to
Summit and on to Madison
Drive, and end on Kit Carson
Drive.
The homecoming weekend
officially begins Friday (Oct.
rw«. by RK* YKJ1
29) at 9 p.m. with a dance in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom and.
continues the next day with a
Commonwealth Hall and Greek members work on their floats
buffet and reunion luncheons,
which they hope will bring them first prize in the annual
the KKU-Murray football
Homecoming float contest. Several campus organizations are
game, and a pop concert in
sponsoring floats and will be seen during the parade Saturday.
Hiram Brock Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. Tickets for the luncheons may be purchased at the
registration desk In the Keen
Johnson Building and for the
dance and the pop concert at the
information desk in the Powell
Limited edition prints of a Women, all proceeds from the
Building, or at the door where
watercolor wash painting of the sale of the prints will go into
held.
Blanton House will be available their scholarship fund.
for purchase beginning this
The prints, copies of a
week.
painting presented to Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Martin, may be
The artist, Mrs. Betty Nelson viewed in the Powell Building
said that there will be 1000 beginning next week.
'.•
prints made available, the first
For further information
500 will be numbered prints and contact: Ruth Hester at 623all will be signed.
8253 or Kathryn Bagby at 623Sponsored by the EKU 8542.

Float figures

Blanton House paintings
available this week

The Little House

Jett & Hall

200'/, SOUTH THIRD

Downtown Richmond

4'

STREET V*\^

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

h

The

Redinger said IFC works
•pretty well" with its sorority
counterpart, the panhellenic
council; commenting only that
"sometimes we see things
differently."
His interests aren't limited to
academic and fraternity life,
however. Redinger was a
University cheerleader during
his Junior year, a position he
sought
after
becoming
disgusted with the apathy of
students toward sports activities at Eastern.
"You could correlate the two,
cheer lea ding and IFC. There
were a lot of apathetic people
around. I'm not an apathetic

person ani£hkm't like people to
be apathetic I'd like to try to
change that," he said.
An athletic person himself-he
was captain of his high school
football team-Redinger feels
that athletics are important
because "they teach you to
work with people."
"I enjoy working with
people," Redinger said. That's
why he1* pursuing a career in
police work. That's also why he
enjoys working with IFC, he
said.
Redinger said he sees a lot of
problems with the fraternities
on campus and that he doesn't
have all the answers.
He said that one of the biggest
problems that fraternities face
is the "image problem."
"That's when the public sees
us most, when we're partyin'."
But he insists that's not the
way it really is.
"Ever since fraternities have
been here and this is true all
over the United States, the
grade point averages of
fraternity men compared to
other, independent men is
always higher," he said.
He adds that the leadership
training he gains through IFC
will help him as he pursues his
career in police work. "I don't
exactly want to be a policeman
all my life-Id like to get into
police management."

By SUSAN LENNON
. Staff Writer
Alright all you bargain
hunters-here's the latest scoop
on the rates of the more
frequently patronized service
stations here in the Richmond
area.
It looks like Bonded Oil,
located on Eastern by-pass is
the cheapest place in town with
a rate of SS.9 for regular gas and
56.9 for unleaded. Helpy's Self
Service Station also maintains a
55.9 for its regular gas although

Staff Writer

The scene:
Story Hour—
Where
thirty
intrigued
youngsters are listening attentively to the delights of a
ghost story. The occasion?
Halloween.
"Story telling is very important for children as well as
prospective students wishing to
teach," said Ms. Ethel Sams,
originator of the program here
at Eastern.
Elaborating on the importance of reading, Sams
pointed out "literature is a vital
part of your life-you will always
carry it with you."
Mrs. Marilee Gabbard. head
of the Learning Resources
Center, is presently coordinator
of the program. "We usually
have a variety of activities
planned for the children With
the upcoming holidays, story
telling will relate to the particular holiday.
Stressing variety, she continued, "We use movement
records, flannel boards, movie
projectors and puppet shows to
increase the diversity of the
activities in which the children
participate."
"About 4 of our participants
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They are the Exxon
its unleaded is slightly higher. ups.
On the more expensive side, University Service Station,
Rick's Travel Shell and Phillips Moberly's Phillip 66 and By66, both located on the By-Pass Pass Phillips 66 Service Station
and Moberly's, located on the
A general oil and lubrication
Lexington Road charge more Job fluctuated between the 69.00
than the average with regular charged by Barnes Mill Service
gas being 64.9, unleaded 6S.9 Station and 113.50 charged by
and ethyl's rate as 66.9.
Moberly's.
Looking at the cost of tuneAlthough this scale appears to
ups. Tommy's Service Station be accurate at of today, all
has the lowest price with a rates are subject to change and
$12.00 rate. Three stations tie occasionally vary according to
with a $30.00 charge for tune- individual service requests.

Ethyl

Tune-up

at o
56.9

63.9

825.00

$•.00

55.9

•-

-

-

64.9

65.9

61.9

$30.00

$13.00

SS.9
63.9
S7.9

61.9
65.9
63.9

63.9
68.9
63.9

$21.00
$30.00
$12.00

$11.00
$12.00
varied

56.9
64.0
63.9
64.9

57.9

60.0
65.9

04.9

•

•

•

65.9
65.9

68.0
68.9
68.9

$10.00
$30.00
$30.00

$14.00
varied
$13.50

63.0
67.9

64.0
69.9

varied
major:
$27.00
minor:
$10.00

varied
$8.00

-

naMkjALANKRANTZ

With the high coat of everything today
especially gasoline, one can save by just shopping around a bit to find the lower prices. Ran-

G<*. OU k Lube Job

Unleaded

Reg.
Barnes Mill
-Standard
Bonded OU
By-Pass 66
64.9
By-Pass 66
College
Ser. Station
Exxon
Tommy Harris
Helpy Service Station
McLacklin
Millers Sun.
Moberly's 66
Newman's Service Station
Rick's
dal Thompson of Owensboro does his bit by
saving money by pumping gas at one of the
self-service stations in the area.

Mrs. Berge keeps library book watch eight years

By ANGELA WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Many students go through an
ordinary day with the help of
many people and pay little or no
attention to the person who
helps him.
One such person who receives
little recognition for her Job on
are the children of faculty campus is Mrs. Lois Berge in
members with the other half the library.
comprised of community
residents," said Gabbard.
Mrs. Berge is the lady who
Children participating In the sits at the front of the library
activities of Story Hour range in
age/rom three to nine with the
majority in the younger age
category.
Explaining the procedure of
the program, Gabbard explained,
"We are sponsored by the
Association of Childhood
Education, each week a club
member conducts activities for
the children. This is done on a
voluntary basis. By planning
the agenda, they gain experience with the children."
Story Hour is a relatively new
program and was founded last
fall. Discussing its progress,
Gabbard said, "I am extremely
pleased and excited with this
year's beginning and hope the
program will continue to
prosper."
Story Hour is held on
Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m. in the
Learning Resources Center
located on the third floor of the
John Crabbe Library.
All children aged three to nine
years of age are invited to attend and participate in the
program.

Reading and listening
delights youngsters
■Y SUSAN LENNON

Progress,

Local car care service
and gasoline costs vary

Involvement is
Redinger's goal
By RICK SCHARDEIN
Goest Writer
Joe Redinger claims that
when he first came to Eastern
four years ago, he "dldnt even
know what a fraternity was."
Now he's president of InterFraternity Council
Redinger, a senior law enforcement major from Henderson, Ky., said he feels
greek' life is very important to
any college student, "Just from
the standpoint of getting involved."
"My own feelings are that the
thing* you leam outside of class
.are Just as important a* the
things you learn inside class,"
he said.

Eastern

checking the books between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.
Berge's Job as door checker
involves checking to see that
books are checked out properly,
to see that students don't have
overdue books and she
sometimes does light filing for
circulation.
Berge says she has few
problems being a door checker
and if anything does arise she is
usually able to handle it without
any problem.

She said that if she did have
any difficulties she couldn't
handle there was a beU on the
inside of the booth she could
ring to reach circulation and let
them know she was having a
problem.
Berge remarked that she
usually finds students friendly
arid easy to get along with.
Berge has had the Job as door
checker for the past eight years,
which is also when she .first

came to Richmond from
Berge has a few hobbies she
Pennsylvania. "I came to Rich- likes to do in her spare time.
mond after my husband died," She crochets, knits and emsaid Berge. "My daughter and broiders. "I often do them when
son live here and they are the I'm here (in the library) and I
read alot" said Berge.
only family I have."
In discussing her previous
work experience, Berge said "I
never worked while my children
were young. I never worked
until my husband became ill. I
worked in a drugstore for 15
years."

Berge later stated that her
son who Uves in Richmond is a
history teacher and his wife is a
Medical Assistant teacher here
at the University. She also has
two grandchildren who attend
school here.

Berge Is one of the few adults
who help out In the library. The
Library Personnel Office
reports there are 101 students
and 30 professional adults who
work in the library. "I was the
first full-time adult hired for
this Job", said Berge
In discussing what she
thought of her Job, Berge stated
that aba really enjoyed her
work. She added, "The interesting part of the Job is the
kids. They keep you young."

Welcome Back Grads.
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Everything you've
always wanted to
know about voting,
but were afraid to ask

Shift in emphasis

New terms, connotations and
direction in teaching the deaf
ByBETHSCHOEN
Staff Writer

Together with a new title and
new emphasis, the University's
Deaf Education Department
focuaea on a "hearing impaired" tag rather than the
misconceived "deaf and
dumb".
Approved by the state this
year, the department currently
specifies in a Bachelor of
Science Degree In Deaf
Education with a minor In
Elementary Education.
According to Department
Supervisor and Instructor Allie
Supplee, each child has
residual hearing to some
degree. This means that every
child is capable of hearing.
The level that a hearing
impaired child reaches in
hearing depends on what
percentage he learns to
develop.
With adequate
education and Individual attention a child is taught to use
what hearing he does initially
have.
Supplee said that "deaf and
dumb" has a derogatory connotation that is both misleading
and deceiving. "Hearing Impaired" is the new term used by
the department.
"You have to realize that a
deaf child is a child first and
hearing impaired secondly,"
Supplee said. "So many times a
deaf child is excluded from
normal patterns of life because
of his disabilities."

the child's needs and hearing
Impaired children should have
an equal education.
Schools available for hearing
impaired children in Kentucky
are the Kentucky School (or the
Deaf in Danville and public
schools in Lexington (1 total and
three oral structured schools).
Louisville has several classes
from pre-school up through and
including high school, said
Supplee.
Satellite programs for preschool hearing
impaired
children are beginning in
Danville, Covington, Paducah,
BarbourvUle, and soon Richmond Supplee hopes.
Presently the University
holds a county supported
hearing impaired class In 37S
Wallace
for
University
Next semester the depart- educational purposes.
Seven children, ages seven
ment is sponsoring a field trip to
Centre College In Danville for through 14, currently attend the
the "Theater of the Deaf," a class. A certified teacher innational group using sign structs the class while deaf
language In all of their plays.
education majors Interact
Also, a choral group presenting primarily on an observational
concert in signs is scheduled. basis.
Supplee finds It encouraging
to see the rise In education
There are IS students In the
accomodating hearing Im- new Deaf Education program.
paired students, as individuals These majors are certified to
rather than "deaf and dumb" teach grades one through eight
victims.
in the regular classroom and
Danville has held the trend In deaf education from kinKentucky since laws have been dergarten through 12.
passed in the last twenty years.
Supplee is encouraging
Supplee said that the laws students to become aware that
were designed to provide the new department does exist
adequate services according to and is continuing to expand.
The final days of coatless weather passed by
this week as temperatures dropped well below
the SO's mark to make students wrap up again
There are two theories of
methodology in hearing impaired education.
Oraliam Is the use of speech,
speech-reading, facial expressions and body gestures to
communicate. The University's
Deaf Education Department
practices the total communication theory which incorporates oralism with the
addition of finger spelling and
signs.
Among the specific courses
required In the Deaf EducationElementary curriculum, Sign
Language Is a class open to nonDeaf Education majors. There
are two drama students
enrolled in the class this
semester preparing for a play in
sign language.

By CANDY GRAHAM
Staff Writer
People have always been sble

to Invent a
'Justifiable'

for

of
not

voting.
Perhaps the most unjustified
excuse is, 'I don't know how to
vote.'
If there is anything hard
about voting it is. no doubt, in
deciding who to vote for.
Voting in itself is a rather
simple procedure.
According to Betty Huffman,
deputy clerk of Madison
County, "The first step in voting
is for the voter to give his name
to the election officers.
The officer will find the name
on the records, and the voter
will be asked to give his
signature."

According to Huffman, "This
procedure is known as scratching. It means you can vote
for different parties."
Should a voter decide
"scratch" he should turn
voting lever over the name
each candidate he wishes
vote for.

to
a
of
to

If there should be any
questions on the ballot, a voting
lever should be turned over
either the 'yes' or the 'no'.
Leave the voting levers down,
and move the red operating
lever back to the left.
This procedure records the
vote, and opens the curtains.
The
complete
voting
procedure is over In a few
minutes.

The next step Is to proceed to
the voting machine.

Huffman said, "The polls will
open at 6 a.m. and close at 6
At the machine, the voter will p.m.
find a large red operating lever.
Any persons standing In line
This lever Is to be moved to the when the polls close will be
right.
allowed to vote."
This closes the curtain and
allows the voter privacy in
selecting the candidates of his
choice.

Fleeting fall

At Fire Prevention Dept.

variation

reasons

choose to vote a straight ticket,
he has the option of splitting his
ballot.

bTALANKRANTZ

until spring. Here, Betty Joe Adkins, freshman
from Elkhorn City, takes advantages of the last
warm weather.

In selecting the candidates a
person can vote a straight party
ticket by turning the lever over
the party of his choice.
If, however, one does not

Election day Is November 2.
As there are no classes on this
day, everyone should get the
time to vote.
If you make it to the polls and
find that you have forgotten the
voting procedures, there will be
signs posted on how to vote.

Fire extinquishers available
Danforth Foundation offers fellowships
to interested students, faculty to support able minority education majors
By THERESA KLISZ
available to students and
News Editor
faculty interested through the
Fire extinguishers at a department of fire prevention
reduced rate are being made and control.

"We will be selling the 5
pound ABC extinguishers for
approximately f20 dollars. This
will include the hanger for the
house," said F.D. Coxad
chairman of the department.
This type of fire extinguisher
is suitable for putting out all
fires with the exception of metal
fires.
These can be repaired and
refilled. "All the person needs
to do is drop it by the office, it
will be picked up for repair and
returned here," Cozad said.
Smoke detectors which run
off of household current rather
than battery are also available
at low cost. "These give good
alerting in any home or
house," Cozad said.
Anyone interested in purchasing either the extinguisher
or the smoke detector can drop
by the office located in the
Stratton Building room 210 and
fill, out an order form.

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, The
Danforth Foundation, long
active in fellowships for
graduate education, recently
declared its intention to increase support for the advanced
education of able minority
persons interested in preparing
for careers in college teaching.
After eight months of data
gathering and study by Staff,
the Board of Trustees adopted
the
following
recommendations:
1) that the Danforth, Kent,
and Graduate Fellowships for
Women be reorganized into one
program —the Danforth
Graduate Fellowship Program
2) that the Danforth Graduate
Fellowship Program offer
approximately 100 fellowships
for graduate education annually, with 25 of these awards
designated for American
Indians, Blacks, MexicanAmericans, and Puerto Kuans.
3) that approximately 60-65 of

the 100 annual awards go to
persons applying as college
seniors and that the remaining
35-40 awards go to postbaccalaureate persons
4) that preference be given
among the early entry applicants to persons under 30
years of age and that
preference be given among the
late entry applicants to persons
30 to 40 years of age.
5)
that the Danforth
Fellowships be given to persons
committed to careers in college
and university teaching, in
subject-matter specializations
likely to be taught in undergraduate liberal arts
curriculum, and for the pursuit
of the Ph.D. or other appropriate terminal degree at an
accredited university of the
Fellow's choice in the United
States.
6) that the Fellowships be for
one year, with the posslblillty of
renewal for a total of four years,

Family Steak or delicious
chopped beet*
tossed salad
hot roll with butter

the actual period of support to
be worked out on an individual
basis.
7) that a Fellowship Include
tuition and fees plus a stipend.
S) that graduating seniors be
nominated by campus liasison
officers and that postbaccalaureate persons make
application directly to the
Foundation.
,9)
that the criteria for
selection feature, in addition to
an appropriate degree program
and a commitment to teaching,
dedication to a life of service
informed by moral or ethical
values.
10) that the Foundation utilize
unexpended Fellowship funds in
any fiscal year for purposes of
identifying, recruiting, and
educating minority persons.
These recommendations will
become effective in the 197S-77
academic year, with the first
appointees entering graduate
study in the fall of 1977.
More than 50 persons, mainly
from the minorities, participated in consultations held
at various locations around the
nation. Also, data were studied

on the status of minorities in
higher education, and there was
a review of accomplishments of
minority persons in Danforthfunded fellowship programs.
The Foundation's commitment to the needs and interests of persons from racial
and ethnic minorities has been
shown in the past through
various grants and programs.
Approximately 20 per cent of
the resources expended through
grants have in one way or
another been directed to
minorities.
In the graduate fellowship
programs administered by the
Foundation, ten per cent of the
awards in the last ten years
have gone to persons from the
minorities.
The Southern
Fellowships Fund of the Council
of Southern Universities has
received fellowship grants
totaling $6,000,000.
There have been grants to
various individual universities
for minority fellowships. Now,
in addition to continuing support for some of these activities,
the Foundation will emphasize
fellowships for persons from

EASTERN BYPASS

The Danforth Foundation,
established by the late Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Danforth in
1927, is a national, educational,
philanthropic organization,
dedicated to enhancing the
humane dimensions of life.
The Foundation serves the
following areas:
higher
education nationally through
sponsorship
of
Staffadministered programs;
precolleglste education
nationally through grantmaking and program activities;
and urban affairs in St. Louis
through grant-making and
program activities.

Italian Specialties
Hot Dogs

Foot long - chili

11 till 4 Mon. thru Sat.

P0NDER0SA STEAK HOUSE

selected minorites through the
Danforth Graduate Fellowship
Program.
Recruitment activities have
already started, coordinated by
Dr. John Ervln, Dean of Continuing Education, Washington
University, St. Louis, who has
been appointed Advisor to the
Foundation. Several other
persons representing minority
groups will work with Dean
Ervin and the Foundation Staff.

Plain ■ chili

Open

11:00 AM -7

Phone 623-7147
F1EE DELIVERY
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Scheduled for tonight and tomorrow

Sigma Chi Haunted House benefits charity
By THERESA KUSZ
News Editor
Ghosts and Goblins?
Not
exactly, but the brothers of
Sigma Chi are sponsoring a
Haunted House tonight and
tomorrow.
"The haunted house will be
depicting various forms of
Satinism and will be staying
away from the conventional
spooks and goblins," according
to Dave Riggins.

PM> ky THERESA KUSZ

Marc Kennett prepares one of the iUusions to be shown at the Sigma CN Haunted
House tonight and tomorrow night from 8 to 11 p.m. to benefit Wallace Village, the
fraternity's national charity.

discourage adults," said Matt
Durham.
Depicted throughout the
house will be various forms of
human
sacrifice
and
dismembered bodies. A torture
chamber will be constructed in
the lower level of the house
where human bondage and a

"It's a real worthwhile thing
for the national charity," Bob
Smyths added, "we're really
enjoying It."
Construction of the Haunted
•We feel that the house will House began Tuesday and was
serve two purposes; a haunted under the supervision of Larry
house near town and benefit our Hudson.
The Sigma Chi house is
Wallace Village Charity," said
located on Route 10, anBruce Reed.

type of Jail will be shown.
All of the equipment being
used has been supplied by the
fraternity chapter.

proximately one and one half
rriles from campus.
Admission for the event is SO
cents for children and college
students and one dollar for
adults.
"In all sincerity," quipped
Marc Kennett, "the Devil made
us do it!"

Scheduled to run from S p.m.
to 11 p.m. the program is to
benefit Wallace Village, the
fraternity's national charity.
"Guests" will be escorted into
the house by torchlight after
being brought to the house
in vans from a nearby church.
Plans are for groups of five to
be led through the house, two
groups at a time, but the groups
will not be together. Each tour
will take about ten minutes.
Sound effects for the event
are being provided by the
brothers themselves.
The
sounds have been recorded and
will permeate the entire house
as "guests" are led through.
"We hope the house itself will
not be so scary that we have to
caution little children and

PtaUbyTHEMaAKLBZ

Getting carried away
Larry Hudson (lower right) heaves on a coffin as Pat Gmgin
and Richard Shutt pull as they set up for the Haunted House

^uig held in the Sigma Chi house on Route 10. The event will be
» P m toni«ht and tomorrow night.

from 9 to

Room inventory forms are a way to help
alleviate unnecessary assessments

'The sporting life'

HELP!

J

Convertibles needed J
J
for the
}
J Homecoming parade j

No fall day is complete without rolling in the mud during an intramural football game. In the greek division several teams
saw action as did the independents.

I
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•KICK.

October's
Colorful
Birthstone
As radiant as a
rainbow. Nature's
most colorful
creation in a
variety of settings

FINE HAIR
CUTTERS

Choose a brilliant
ring. Pendant or
Earrings... or
a matched set.

Opal
Pierced Earrings
Other styles

to »250

G5AZY SHIRLEY
'rTop.
•24

JEWELERS

University
Shopping Center
Your class '«a haadquai tars'

They are trying to find out
whether or not the repairs are
made when the fees are paid, if
duplication of assessment
charges is occurring and why
nothing is done on assessments
of six dollars and under.
Men's interdorm would like to
urge everyone to fill out the
Inventory form and if this has
not yet been done, contact the
dormitory director for one.

r€

ft

Patent
elegance.

$29"

OPALS

&C0.

NO NEED TO WAIT!
2-4 Wka DeliveryWear Your Rf>0 Now!

some investigation into this
area and is seeking answers to
some often asked questions
about the assessment fees.

Genuine

oEi

(

Last year 7,000 dollars was
collected in assessment fees for
damage done to the rooms by
students. Parker feels that a lot
of these assessments could have
been avoided had the student
filled out his forms and turned
them in.
Some of the fees charged
include doors which run 45
dollars, mattresses at 38 dollars
and mattress covers at 13
dollars.
"A lot of students fail to turn
them (inventory forms) in,"
Hutchinson said, "this is the
cause for assessment."
Men's interdorm has done

The Earth shoe has
come to Lexington.

* Please call 622-3855 *

I

forms are to protect both the
By THERESA KUSZ
student and the University
News Editor
Men's interdorm has become property.
"We want to prevent the,
aware of a situation in the
residence halls which they feel student from being charged for
previous damages done to the
is in need of correction.
According to men's interdorm room."
Parker stressed that when a
publicity chairman Jim Parker,
this situation involves student student fills out the form he
assessments
for
alleged should be specific.
"If you have a burn or a chip
damages to the student's room.
Stressing the need for the mark on the chair, a cracked
student to fill out the inventory window or even a piece of
sheets distributed at the plaster chipped off of the wall,
beginning of the semester, write it down on the sheet indirector of housing Jack Hut- cluding the size and area of
chinson said, "The main thing damage, that's what they are
we want to emphasize is that the for," Parker added.

-2222

Kirks
DIAMOND jj£ CENTER
Shoppers Village

*1995

The
shoe
you've
heard about,
the shoe you've
road about, Anne
Kalso's original invention, the
tlret shoe with the heel lower
than the toe, the
shoe that's so unique
it's patented is now

ROBLEE
Roblre's crinkle
patent slip-on
brightens up suits
and sportswear.
Step into a pair.
It's luxury for your
feet, not your budget.

B&H
Shoes

available

EARTH SHOE

L
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€
I
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High every weekend...

direct current

Parachutists enjoy risks of flying
balanced by the sense of
By TERRY TAYLOR
Organizations Editor
serenity he feels when falling
"'The only thing everyone "It's Just so peaceful and quiet.
agrees on is that they're I'd like to stay up there for
scared,"
said
Phil hours, Just gliding through the
Masterangelo, 22 and a air," he said.
sophomore from Winchester.
Parachutists, however, deal
He is a member of the in seconds, not hours, when they
parachute club, and he says are in the air. It takes only five
there is nothing quite like the and one half seconds to fall 1,000
feeling he gets when he steps feet. Total time for plane to
ground is approximately three
from that plane into thin air.
Masterangelo is new at minutes. The canopy is opened
parachute sport Jumping, as are at about 2,500 feet. Delay or
most members of the club, said malfunction could lead to
Sargeant Michael Simpson severe injury, a risk which
who teaches military science causes Simpson to describe the
sport
as
"inherently
and is an advisor to the group.
The other advisor is Captain dangerous."
Charles C. Downing, assistant
Injuries in the cub have been
professor of military science. few. Simpson reported that two
No one goes up without ample girls injured their ankles (a
simple sprain and a hairline
preparation on the ground.
Each member receives four fracture) because of improper
hours of ground school in- landings. Otherwise, he said
struction on, the parachute and the Jumping record for the club
how
it
functions,
and is clear.
Members are enthusiastic
emergency procedures.
Then David Stevens, a cer- about their sport. There is
tified
instructor
from seldom any problem convincing
Leiington, takes over.
He them to Jump. Doubt sets in at
reinforces the information on an earlier stage. "Surprisingly
the chute and how it works. He enough, people are very
explains emergency procedure hesitant to get into the airHe
in the plane, exit procedure plane," said Simpson.
(how to get out of the plane), added that once they are in and
canopy control (steering), and up, they are "pretty well
motivated" to Jump.
parachute landing falls.
Fear seems to be an Intrinsic
The group uses a plane owned
by another Lexington man, part of each Jumping exRandy Rhinehart. He keeps his perience. Simpson, who has
plane at Berea, and makes an made 116 Jumps (as of this
average of 12 lifts on a good day. writing), elaborated on the
Three students and one Jump challenges involved.
"I am scared every time I go
master go up on each flight,
Masterangelo, who has made up. Anyone who is not is a fool.
seven Jumps since September, It boils down to basics. You
is a person Simpson described never know when the main and
as a "natural" for parachuting. basic chutes might not open It is
For Masterangelo, the intense all in knowing your capabilities
feeling of fear is more than and limitations."

Members must be full-time
students, and be at least It
years old. The students between IS and 20 must have a
release signed by their parents
and notarized by a public
notary. A 2.0 grade point is
required.
Formed in December of last
year, the club now has 27 paid
members, six of which are girls.
Regular meetings are held on
the first and third Wednesdays
of the month. Every weekend,
weather permitting, members
jump from 11:00 a.m. until dark
over Miller Lackey's'field near
Berea.
Parachuting is an expensive
sport. Club members pay a
total of 175 in inital costs. That
sum includes $15 yearly dues
(covers summer school jumping), 120 membership into the
U.S. Parachute Association,
and $40 to pay for the first jump.
After the first outlay, Simpson
said the costs decline "considerably".
The club gets its equipment
from parachute clubs at
military posts around the state.
A complete set of equipment,
which would include the main
chute (1700), harness and
container assemble (1235)
reserve chute ($325), jumpsuit
($75). helmet ($40), boots, ($60),
altimeter
($50),
and
miscellaneous equipment like
gloves and goggles ($50), costs
approximately $1,535. Simpson
quoted the prices directly from
the Para-Gear Equipment
Company catalog.
As students advance in their
parachuting
skills,
the
fascination with simply stepping out of the plane diminishes.
Simpson explained, "The art of
flying, or swooping, takes its

place."
> '
"It's like grabbing a hold of
110 volts of electricity.
It's
unbelievable," said Simpson,
describing the sensations Involved in relative work, or
making formations In the air.
"The formations you can
build are limited only by your

imagination,"

he

said.

Snowlfakes, stars, diamonds,
wedges, and various other
designs may be made, involving
as many as 10 or 12 people.
Membership is still open to
those students interested la

terry taylor

taking on the challenge of
parachuting.
It is an experience, that according to
those who participated in it, is
compeltey unique.
Imagine
swooping through the air,
thousands of feet high,* looking
at the ground and seeing a
shadow, knowing it Is you.

Taday
3:30 Department of Communications speaker, Jesse
Schaefer, Director of Kentucky Press Association,
Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
4:00 Rho Epsilon meeting. Room 108, Comb* Building
4:00 Deadline for Theta CM Volleyball Tourney.
4:4S Association of Law Enforcement meeting, Kennamer
Room, Powell Building.
6:30 Newman Center, "Encounters With Christ Using
Scripture".
7:00 Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting, Jaggers
Room, Powell Building.
7:00 Beta Theta Pi meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:30 Social Work Hub, speaker, Room 446, Wallace
Building.
7:30 Women's Officiating Service volleyball clinic for men
and women. Weaver Gym.
8:00 Dance Theatre concert, Gifford Theater, Campbell
Building.
8:00 Black Student Union dance, Keen-Johnson Building.
8:30EKU Jazz Ensemble. Brock Auditorium.
8:30Senior Class meeting, Room A, Powell Building.
9:00 Art Association meeting, Room 43S, Campbell
Building.

One dip, or two ?
Members of the Pike fraternity tossed Teresa
Keene, president of the Phi Mu sorority into the
deep after a swimathon held last Wednesday.
The event was a fund raiser for the hospital

ship, Project Hope. All the sororities and six
fraternities participated. Kappa Delta sorority
and TKE fraternity were the winners.

ISA offers a 'family' for
foreign exchange students

Beat Murray !f
After the game Come to Andy's for the
best pizza in town
.

ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE
623-5400

Please scad aetlce of all special events aad meeting times,
dates, aad places to Terry Taylor, organizations editor, at
the 4th floor, Janes Building. Unless notice U la by the
Friday preceding publication, placement la the Direct
Curreat canaot be guaraaleed.

By MARIA BELLAMY
Staff Writer
"You feel sick when your
roommate goes home for the
weekend and you can't," according
to
Chaiya
Chotikavanik, president of the
International Student
Association. "That's what the
ISA is for-to provide us with
something to do and friends to
do it with."
ISA is primarily a social
organization
for
foreign
students.
At the meetings, all of the
Association members have a
chance to talk out their
problems
and
interact,
Chotikavanik said.

WAREHOUSE SALES

According to Melanie Berry,
a freshman from Zanesville,
Ohio, most, but not all of the ISA
members are from other
countries.
"Three of us are
from the U.S.," she said.
"Speaking for myself, I Joined
because it's fun."
Chotikavanik stated that "the
ISA tries to provide opportunities for its members to
meet, talk, see each other,
listen to music, and so on."
Friday night, October IS, the
ISA had a mixer and dance in
McGregor Hall's date lounge.
Members and their guests attended.
For the Association, the
really big event of the year is
coming up soon. Each year,
they hold an International
Dinner, with food and entertainment from different
countries.
The dinner is formal and will
be held in the Keen Johnson
Building.
The members of the ISA get
together to prepare the food for
the banquet, which last year
cost over $400, Chotikavanik
said.
There will be a show of native
costumes, plus a demonstration

of kung fu from some of the
students from Hong Kong.
Tickets for this year's dinner
will cost $3.50 for adults and
$2.00 for children. They will be
sold before the dinner and at the
door.
A definite date has not yet
been set for the dinner, but it
will be held in mid-November,
Chotikavanik said.
ISA
now
boasts
approximately 90 members from
many countries, including the
U.S., Thailand, Saudi Arabia,
Ethiopia, India, Japan, Korea,
Palestine, Iran, Nigeria, China
and Uganda.
Chotikavanik commented
that not all of the foreign
students are ISA members,
although, "we would like for
them to be."
He mentioned that there is no
closing date to Join the
Association.
Membership is
open throughout the year.
The next meeting Is tonight at
7:30 in the Jaggers Room of the
Powell Building. The meetings
are open and visitors are encouraged to attend.
For further information on
the ISA, contact Chaiya
Chotikavanik at 624-2188

r-riday, October M
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
9:00 Homecoming dance, Keen-Johnson Building.
Women's Invitational Volleyball Tournament.
Satarday, October at
10:00 a.m. Homecoming parade.
11:30 a.m. Wesley Foundation Homecoming banquet,
Powell Cafeteria.
. a
2:00 Homecoming football game vs. Murray, Hanger Field.
4:00 Pi Kappa Alpha meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
6 15 Theta CM Homecoming dance. Diner's Playhouse,
Lexington.
7:30 Homecoming concert. Bacon, Potter, and Galbraith,
Alumni Coliseum. Weaver Gym
Women's Invitational Volleyball Tournament, Weaver
Gym.
Snadny.OcUberll
9:30 a.m. Wesley Foundation rap hour.
12: IS Homecoming Mass service, St. Mark's
Catholic
Church.
M
5:30 Homecoming Mass service, St. Mark's
Catholic
Church.
7:00 Wesley Foundation, worship through sharing.
7:00 Theta Chi chapter meeting, Powell Building.
7:00Sigma Nu meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell Building
me
8 00. Tau Kappa Epsilon meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
in?
Building.
*ntl
Art Exhibit through November 20, Giles Gallery, Campbell
Building.
Change from Daylight to Eastern Standard Time.
Halloween.
Manday, N.vember 1
2:00 Kappa Mu Epsilon field trip to Winchester.
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
5: IS Progress staff meeting, 4th floor, Jones Building.
7:00 Caduceus Club meeting, speaker, Room 197, Moore
Building.
8:00 Young Democrats, Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
9:00 Tau Kappa Epsilon meeting, Room B, Powell Building.

iqa

Tuesday, November 2
Election Day - NO CLASSES
Wednesday, November J
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni "H
:■>■
Coliseum parking lot.
4:30 Milestone staff meeting, 4th floor. Jones Building.
6:00Student Association meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
6:30 Catalina Club practice. Weaver Pool.

•

WAREHOUSE SALES
Open Thursday & Friday
nights until 8:00 p.m
» Corner N. 2nd I W.

WAREHOUSE SALES is different...
You're WELCOME
to browse to your heart's content.
We buy by the TRUCKL0AD and
SELL by the ARMLOAD!
Come on Downtown—We'll show you around.
FURNITURE - HOUSEWARES - GIFTS
All at Low, Discount Prices!
g
Corner oi West Irvine and North Second.
(Behind the Courthouse)

MONDAY
NIGHT SPECIALS

Steak & Lobster T
Seafood Platter T

Women's
Gym.

these specials featured every Monday Night

volleyball game vs. Mt. St. Joseph, Weaver

135 E. MAIN RICHMOND

House
of
Shoes

■■

J

•<

*m

LANDSDOWN
CLUB
in Lexington

Headquarters for Name Brands
Factory - discount shoes
Full Line of Converse Footwear
719 Big Hill Ave. next to Burger Queen

h
.

6:30 Wesley Foundation, fellowship hour.
8:30Circle K meeting, Room 327, Wallace Building.
6:30 beta Theta Pi meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
«•■*'»
7:30 Dupree Hall Talent Night.
8:30 Health Club meeting, Room 108, Alumni Coliseum.
, x:
8:30 Voice recital, Beverly Whlteley and Michael Roberta,
Gifford Theatre, Campbell Building.
8:30 Women's Interdorm meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell " Building.

Open for Fraternity
And Sorority Parties
Call 277-3606
Mon.-Fri.

10-5 pjn.

4

The

an apple a day.
COM IBMQM MO

So you take an antibiotic or a sulfa drug, or whatever.
Believe me, my dear frienda, it work* backward too. Infection precede! symptoms and infection follows symptom!.
You are NOT well Just became you FEEL well.
So when do you stop your medicine? Well, look at It this
way. Nobody rings some Bug Death BeU when the last bacterium dies.
So treat beyond that time, like two days after you feel
well, or three, or four.
Do younelf a favor. Take all of what we give you. Do
your roommate a favor. Too few pills can immunize
disease bugs without killing them, so don't pass a few left
over pills around.
You are great kids, and I've come to love you but you are
rotten lousy doctors. Please quit the "dormitory therapy."
It happens two different ways, and they are both rotten
bad.
Here's the first way. Joseph Bartholomew Zilch comes in
and sits down and I look at his chart. He was here at
Student Health eight days ago with a sore throat. He had
big white pus pockets all over his tonsils, and we gave him
ten days of penicillin.
So I say "what's the problem?" And he says "that
medicine you gave me wasn't no good. Doc." So I say
"What happened. Zilch, did you take all the medicine I gave
you?" and he gives that horrible Ignorant answer, we hear
so often. "Sure I did. Doc", he says, "until I got well. But
now I'm sicker than ever, them pills you gave me Doc, ain't
no good. I gave them extra pills away."
Here's the second rotten bad way. Let's not be sexist.
Let's say this is the roommate of Suzanne Zilch. Call her
Marianne Glotx. I say "what's wrong, Marianne?" and she
says, "I've got tonsillitis again, Doc, I hate to take up your
time, and honest I did my best to stay away.
"I mean Suzanne had some pills left over, and then
Marlene down the hall had some pills that looked like
Suzanne's, but oh Doc, I feel so bad!"
I do believe it would take the Pinkertons and the F.B.I,
together to figure out all the weird medical treatment going
on in the dorms.
Listen, tell your friends, here's the true and lively word
about floating pills.
When you get an infection of any kind those microscopic
buggers start very small and reproduce and grow all
the time you don't feel them. Then (it may take days).
They have multiplied enough to have a family bacterial picnic that rocks the town.
Some organ or place in your body hurts and gets sick, and
then the poisons spill into your blood, and you're sick-sick
all over.

6

'Know your rights

By ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Feature Editor
Changes in the state bail bond
system and driving while intoxicated laws are the basic
changes in this year's "Know
your Right's" pamphlet, according to Jim Chandler,
Student Association president.
"This pamphlet has a lot of
very Important information
that every student should be
aware of," Chandler said.
"It covers problems the
student may have with the
University or legal matters", he
said, "and it applies to offcampus residents as well as
those who live in the dorm."
The pamphlet contains information on who can assist the
student when appearing before
a diclplinary body, avenues of
appeal, student rights on
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Brain Teasers
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BRAIN TEASERS—NO. 5
Each week in the Progress Kappa Mu Epsilon will sponsor Brain Teasers, mathematical puzzles. Work them out
and desposit your answers in the box outside the Math Office (402 Wallace) by 3 p.m. of the following Monday. The
names of the people who solved them correctly will then
be published in the next issue of the Progress.

LAST WEEK'S WINNERS:
This week's Brain Teaser deadline is 3 p.m., Monday.
Nov. 1. Please include name, address and phone number
as well as the date of the Progress issue. See next week's
paper for the list of winners.
This week's Brain Teasers have been taken from Number
Games to Improve Your Child'! Arithmetic, by Hurwitz.
Gaddard and Epstein.
LAST WEEKS WINNERS
The Bricklayers stumped even our most dedicated
followers this week, but we want to thank John Rowlett.
Billy Ray Withers and Janice Fem for their sincere effort
with last week's BRAIN TEASER. Hopefully everyone
will find this week's problems a bit easier.
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Hurshel Click
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623-9847

campus, opposite sex in dorm
rooms, room searches and
lawful seizure's, dated and
undated suspensions and
academic counseling.
Chandler said the information
on legal rights when arrested
could be especially helpful
because it explains what a
policeman is and is not allowed
to do, what you are legally
obliged to tell the officer and
what rights a prisoner has after
arrest.
"It's really important that
each student obtain and read
this pamphlet," Chandler said.
the Marching Maroons said,
By SUSAN GAYHEART
"It basicly says what to do when
"The band members take pride
Staff Writer
a student is in trouble."
in their group and are very
"Know your Rights" will be
dedicated." The ratio of music
Participation
in
the
Marching
released tomorrow and will be
majors and non music majors is
available at the information Maroon band takes about 10 50-50, but all have played in high
hours
s
week
according
to
Tudy
desk in the Powell Building or in
school bands," Hartwell added.
the Student Association office. Adams, Junior music major
from Hazard.
Adams, who
Sue Thomas a physical
plays the mello-pjone, said
education major from Ohio
Saturday afternoons at the
ballgames are well worth the participates ii, the band
because "I enjoy it and the
greatest. To watch Rod Laver
practice time.
physical activity pertains to my
play tennis is to witness a rare
major," said Thomas who plays
performer who masters a wide
Adams said the band mem- tenor saxophone. "If you count
assortment of shots, angles,
spins, and speeds than anyone bers practice four days a week the practice hours and having to
who has ever played the game. plus a run through the show stay on campus over the
Hie "Nasty" Nastase is the before the game on Saturday weekends, the one credit hour
most flamboyant personality to mornings. When asked if the received for band participation
invade the ranks of tennis in a band practices in rain, Adams is not enough " But she added
quarter of a century and one of answered, "If It's sprinkling we that the enjoyment of parthe most talented. Hishighjinks practice, if it's pouring, we ticipating is compensation.
at Forrest Hills, this summer, don't."
Music major Kunkle said that
Robert Hartwell, director of her required participation in the
brought him to the semi-finals
of the U.S. Open and also cost
him fines amounting to $1,000.

Good Luck E.K.U.

For Marching Maroons

Saturday ballgames worth practice time

November 7, will be your
chance to see Rod Laver and Ilie
Nastase in action for the cause
of Arthritis. Tickets (ts, $10,
$15, & $25.) can be mail-ordered
from the Kentucky Chapter of
The Arthritis Foundation, 1381
Bardstown Rd. or purchased in
Lexington at First Security
Bank-five branches, or in
Louisville st Levy Bros, four
locations.

RICHMOND

Complete line of office
supplies and furniture
Electronic calculators
Attache cases

623-9696
,

October

FOR THE SOLUTIONS OF LAST WEEK'S BRAIN
TEASERS, PLEASE SEE THE BULLETIN BOARD
OUTSIDE WALLACE 402.

COLLEGE PARK

Salts Rental Repair

Thursday,

2. What two-digit number is twice the product of its
digits?

KENTUCKY
OFFICE
SUPPLY

TYPEWRITERS

Progress,

THIS WEEK'S BRAIN TEASER:
1. Arrange the digits from 1 through 9 on the three sides
of a triangle so that the sum of the digits on each side will
be 17.

Tennis celebrities
Tennis fans in Kentucky will
be happy to know that Rod
Laver and Hie Nastase will play
a charity tennis match in
Lexington
at
Memorial
Coliseum on U.K. Campus,
Sunday at 1:45 p.m., November
7. The match will be played for
the benefit of the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation and the proceeds
will be used for expanded
medical programs in the State.
The First Annual Kentucky
Tennis Classic is sponsored by
Gateway Press of Louisville.
Other events of the day will
include a doubles match between U.K. and U of I.. Jot
Hall, basketball coach at the
University of Kentucky and
former state chairman for the
Arthritis Foundation will be
master of ceremonies for the
Tennis Classic.
Rod Laver has been called
one of the greatest players in
the history of tennis, if not the

Eastern

Men's

band deserved more than one
hour credit. "It takes so much
time away from other music
studies that are more important," Kunkle added.
Hartwell said the preparation
of the halftime show requires
extensive practice.
For
example, Hartwell said the
preparation of the Chicago
performance at the East
Tennessee game took 2,880 man
hours. Hartwell arrived at this
figure by computating 16 hours
of practice for each band
member and then multiplying
16 hours by the 180 band
members.

"Remember A Corsage
for Homecoming '

planned for all 1(0 people on the
field. We attempt to arrange
the steps'tb reflect the music."
Hartwell said the Marching
Maroons'
Homecoming
program will consist of love
songs to tie in with the theme
of Homecoming—"love is...' The
Alumni Band is also scheduled
to perform at the game for the
third consecutive year.
am

Full Harvest

Hartwell said the majority of
his time spent in preparation of
the show is in choreographing
the drills. "Each step has to be

SPECIAL
12 pieces of chicken

Women's

14"

1 pt. of potatoes
2 pts. of film's (your choice)

Reg. M8

1 pt. of pa?y - 6 Bolls

Ktntiiikij

Natural
Comfort on a
Negative Heel!

Contoured arch: Additional support
for the natural lines of sour foot
Cushioned sole: Absorbs sidewalk
Here's some- natural movement for
shock and softens each step
around campus trekking—with all the Soft suede: With true moccasin
features you look lor to (it your
construction. It s flexible, without
lifestyle'
^binding or rubbing
Negative heel: For better posture
Padded toplines: Gives loua better
easi walking and standing
fit and more comfort.

Britts

University Shopping Center

89

ft

friti
Chick:«N

No Substitutions

®
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Diary of a disappointment
ByCARLBURCHAM
SUM Writer
It is as quiet as a distant
farmland where the silence is
broken only by an occasional
songbird flapping overhead.
The farmland in this case Is the
Colonels' locker room before
the Western game.
The
songbird is the player who
sporadically shouts, "Let's get
hyper. Let's get psyched!"
But the songbirds are infrequent because this Is the
Eastern-Western football game.
This is not just any football
rivalry to these players-it is the
rivalry. To win this football
game is like going 104 for the
entire season.
Just by mentioning the name
Western' to a Colonel player,
horns seem to sprout above his
head and a loathsome grin
comes to his face. For Western
is an obscenity to a Colonel
football player-a word not
acceptable in the English
language.
Some players do exercises to
relieve the pre-game tension,
others walk about like expectant fathers, others chew
gum and others Just sit and
stare. They stare as if they are
watching their whole life speed
by them up to this point In timethis most Important point, this
fatal point.

If it sounds like the locker
room is a serious place, it's
because it is. It's not always the
'pour champagne on your
teammate, throw water on
your manager,' happy place
usually seen on television. That
time is saved for after the game
when one celebrates victoryhopefully.
The specialty team is the first
group to go out onto the field for
warmups. Before they leave,
they shake each others' hands,
pat each other on the back and
wish each other luck, but all
very quietly, almost if they
don't want anyone to hear them.
They each have a Job to do and
they know it, so why should they
talk about it?
The linemen leave the locker
room shortly after the specialty
team and their departure is in
much the same manner. They
too, know their duties.
Fifteen minutes pass and the
entire team returns as a unit.
This time they are loud. They
have seen the enemy and they
are ready for battle. They are
rowdy and ready. The meek
and mild kitten that left the
locker room has suddenly
changed into a fiery mountain
lion ready to pounce on
anything in red uniforms.
Some of the players have
worked themselves into a

profuse sweat and those players amazing sight occurs. Every
change Jerseys before the game player bends down on one knee
begins. A guy with a towel to kneel in prayer.
Some
wipes the foreheads of some players hold hands, others
who are sitting on the floor. A touch shoulders, but everyone is
lineman yells "WIN" and then touching.
They recite the
spells it. Another player walks Lord's Prayer together and at
by and says quietly, "This one's this point the entire team is eae.
for all the dollars." One can They seem to be a unified spirit
sense that this is indeed a team, with a closeness that defies
a working body trying to description.
achieve a common goal.
After they say the Lord's
Coach Roy Kidd tells the Prayer they leave the locker
players to get as comfortable as room, perhaps a little less
they can. Kidd is a man small nervous now and certainly a
in stature, not at all your typical little more reassured now that
football looking fellow-but then they know who is on their side.
neither was Vince Lombard!.
Halftime finds the Colonels
"We've had two weeks to down 10-0. It is still a very silent
prepare for Western," Kidd group, but this time they are
says.
"We should have no somewhat belligerent. "They
problem knowing what their ain't nothing. Let's cut out the
offensive and defensive people Up service and do something
are going to do. The last time about it," one player says.
we lost to Western we beat
There is no halftime speech
ourselves. Carlessness will not by Coach Kidd, per se. He
win this game! Play hard. The seems disappointed, "They
last time they tried to in- came out firing at us. We had
timidate us-this time let's two great scoring opportunities
intimidate them!"
and we missed them both!" He
There is still complete doesn't dwell on that fact but
silence. "We kick-off so the instead discusses what has to be
defense will have the first done in the second half.
chance," Kidd says.
The
Another coach says, "Ten
silence is broken as the points ain't nothing!"
The
defensive team shouts "all players seem to concur as
right."
several shake their heads in
The team pastor steps in agreement.
Coach Kidd's spot and an
Coach Kidd is speaking In a

louder tone now, "We didn't
come here to lose. The first five
minutes of this half will
determine the outcome of this*
game. Now let's fire out and get
them!" The players seem to be
psyched now- They are yelling
chants of "Let's go EKU!" as
they leave the locker room for
the second half of play.
They play better the second
half. Colonel fans are on their
feet almost the entire second
half, unlike the first half where
it was the Western fans who
rose to the occasion. Eastern
scores to make it 104. Several
times they get within the tenyard line only to lose possession
of the ball. They play their
hearts out but there Is no victory celebration.
The final
score Is 10-8, Western.
Slowly they enter the locker
room. Some are crying. Others
have watery eyes. Still others
have no expression on their
faces at all.
Coach Kidd asks the reporters
to wait outside while he talks to
the players.
Inside the locker room Is dead
silence. The players trudge off
to the shower room like young
men marching off to war.
Obviously It Is not a happy place
to be. They tried their best and
they know it. Perhaps that Is
what makes it so hard to lose.

All minds are on one thing, beating Western, as the team huddles before Saturday's game.

Bowlers
set back
at WKU

Athletic Department secretary says...

'I wouldn't change jobs with anyone'
By RICK ZUERCHER
Staff Writer
When students need to buy
tickets to attend any of the
University's athletic events,
they usually purchase them
from a silvery-gray haired
woman
named
Minnie
Coleman.
Coleman works at the athletic
ticket office in Alumni Coliseum
and is in charge of ticket sales.
She also does all the ordering
for the Athletic Department
"and any little thing" that
needs to be done around the

office.
"I've worked practically my
life," she said. Coleman started
working here in 1957 after she
quit working at the Glendon
Hotel on Main Street. She was
planning to retire then when she
was offered a secretarial Job in
the Athletic Department.
Coleman had taken a few
business courses in Lexington
along with typing and shorthand
at this University before she
began working here. "I always
wanted to know more and cope
with people," she said.

Coleman's relationship with
the coaches is "very good."
Many times they bring her to
work and take her home at the
end of the day "I'd almost fight
for the coaches personally," she
said. "I'm very fond of them."
"She's got the patience of Job
when it comes to football
season," said baseball coach
Jack Hissom.
"Every sports fan in Richmond knows Mrs. Coleman,"
said Athletic Director Donald
Combs. "She's pleasant but
firm, tremendously loyal, and

has been very helpful to me by
her loyalty and interest to work
overtime," he said. "People
even call her at home for
tickets."
•
"I go to most of the sway
games," said Coleman. Of all
the different sports, she likes
football the best, mainly
because her husband used to
play football in high school.
One of the things Coleman
likes most about her work is the
contact she makes with other
people. Besides getting to know
many of the Richmond
■

Pizza Hut

•

residents who come to buy
tickets she makes many dose
friends with some of the student
athletes.
"They have to get through me
to see a coach," said Coleman.
When some of the athletes sit in
her office waiting to see a coach
she gets to know them and
listens to their problems.
"I have friends from campus
all over the United States and I
keep in contact with them,"
said Coleman.
She usually
hears from them around
Christmas.
She wss a good friend of Lee
Majors when he attended the
University. "I had a picture of
him at Big Valley, but ended
putting it in the safe. It was so
obsolete," Coleman said.
"I would not change jobs with
anyone on campus," she said.

PM> ky ALAN KRANTZ

Minnie Coleman

Team wins two more

Hockey championship this weekend
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By TERRY DERONDE
In the second half, freshman wing displayed a good individual
Staff Writer
Connie Giles went in at the right effort, according to her coach.
In their last home game of the wing position and did a good job
Berea played a competitive
season Friday, October 22, the of keeping the ball up field, game and kept the Colonels
women's field hockey team according to coach Peg moving defensively as well as
defeated the University of Stanaland. Shirley Wintjen was offensively with the statistics
Tennessee 7-0.
also instrumental In keeping the showing an evenly matched
Despite many scoring op- ball In the Colonels' attacking contest.
portunities in the first half, the field area.
team managed only one goal.
Tuesday the team faced
This weekend the team
Second half adjustments Berea College at Berea and was returns to Berea for the KWIC
brought the squad six more in again successful with a 4-1 vic- field hockey championships.
the second stanza.
tory. Kathy Wilson scored two Their first game is set for 4 p.m.
Linda Marchese scored most goals and showed good timing Friday against the winner of the
of her goals in the second half and positioning, according to Centre and Berea ■ contest On
and had three for the day.
Stanaland.
November 1 the squad travels to
Kathy Wilson added two and
Linda Marchese and Monica the University of Cincinnati for
Donna Mueller and Monica Keifer also added one goal each a game on astroturf to end the
Keifer contributed one each.
In the contest. Keifer, the left season.
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By SUSAN BECKER
Staff Writer
Another team suffered a
setback at Western last
weekend, the University
bowling team.
According to president Julia
Schooler, the meet did provide a
good opportunity for those who
hadn't had tournament experience.
There are approximately 45
members on this year's bowling
team, and two men's and two
women's teams of five bowlers
each participated in the
Western meet.
Roll-offs were held two weeks
ago, and the players with the
highest averages were then
seeded and divided into teams.
Eastern recently Joined the
Southern
Intercollegiate
Bowling Conference (SIBC).
Ohio and Indiana both have
their own division of the SIBC,
and the bowling team officers
have been trying to organise a
Kentucky division.
"Morehead and Marshall
may Join, along with other
teams from West Virginia,"
said Schooler. "A lot of schools
don't have lanes on campus,
and that's a real problem."
Schooler also stated that the
team would like to attend more
meets, but the cost Is
prohibitive. "It costs S3S - SO for
entry fees, plus traveling expenses," she said.
,
The bowling club, which will
participate in the Bowling
Green
(Ohio)
meet In
December, meets the entry fees
with club dues, money making
projects, money from the
student affairs fund, and profit
from the tourney they host in
the Spring.
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In campus intramural championship

Theta Chi takes on Bad A today
The: intramural flag football
playoffs will climax today with
the fraternity champion, Theta
Chi, meeting Bad A the in-

BUCCANEER

dependent champion. Each advanced by winning the finals of
their respective division Theta
Chi nudged Tau Kappa Epsilon

«

NOW SHOWING
EVERY CORNER OF THE SOUL
IS LOST TO THE
ICY CLUTCH OF THE
SUPERNATURAL!
MH..II..»

|>.K>

1feUy
Savalas
Elkc
Sommer
THE
HOUSE
OF
EXORCISM'

124 as Bad A defeated ODT II
1M.
In the Theta Chi—TKE game,
the TKE's drew first blood on a
56-yard pass play from Jim
Keller to Jerry Coldiron
Coldiron caught a swing pass
and went up the right side line
for the score.
This play
followed a Dennis Roberts interception in the end zone, to
stop a Theta Chi threat. This
score stood at the half.
Midway in the second half,
Ray Bowen hit Jeff Duncan
coming out of the line who went
to the TKE 7-yard line
On the next play Bowen hit
Green in the right flats and
Green stepped past a diving
defender for the score.

With only five minutes
remaining and Theta Chi facing
a third down and four situation,
Bowen took the snap and ran up
the middle, evaded a linebacker
and cut back to his right and
went all the way to the end zone
to give Theta Chi its 12-6 victory
margin. Kevin Green then intercepted a Keller bomb intended for TKE standout Dennis Roberts to seal the victory.
Roberts had three interceptions
for the TKE's.
In the ODT n Bad A clash.
Bad A, made up mostly of
Madison Central products,
struck early to rack up its
seventh straight victory.
George Ginter hit Tommy Redman five minutes into the game

after a Bad A drive. He hit
Greg Sexton for the two point
conversion.
A few minutes later Ginter hit
Redman again. He also hit
Steve Bowlin for an extra point
to make a 15-0 margin.
ODT II drove several times
but did not score until the last
two minutes of the game, when
Dennis Brant hit Tony Conklin
for a 34-yard score.
Theta Chi advanced to the
final by defeating Sigma Chi
last Thursday 26;16. Bad A
whipped SAC 1M, PIT 264,
then ODT II.
Today's game for the campus
championship will be played on
field 5 and will start at 5:00 p.m.

In fraternity B league action
Theta Chi B also won 12-6, over
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
The difference in this game
came when Theta Chi scored
from one foot away late in the
first half. The TKE's then were
stopped from one foot away
with a minute left.
"Overall the playoffs went
very smooth." stated IMRS
Director, Wayne Jennings.
"Our officials really hustled, in
spite of the abuse taken early
and often this season, they did a
credible Job. They are normally the forgotten people in
the department, but I think all
participants should thank them
for their efforts."

Homecoming
Weekend 1976
October 29-30
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 29
9-1 A.M. Homecoming Dance Featuring
GREEN LYTE SUNDAY
10 P.M. Queen Candidate Presentation
Tickets available: Powell Bldg. information desk and at door

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 30
10 A.W. Himecmmq Vwuuk
JO ?.(H. Conmcdum Cwumm
2 VM. to&tm Uo. IKuMatj •
7:30 P.M. Homecoming Concert Brock Auditorium
BACON, POTTER & GALBRAITH
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* » 35
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Starts FRTD'AY!
"If there were Pulitzer pcizer-,for
movies, I think 'All The President's
Men' would be a sure winner."
Gene Shalit-NBC-TV
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Somehow a Homecoming football game seems
to be the time for fans to sit back with their dates
and calmly watch as the teams wage war on the
field. This year will probably be no exception.
It never fails to amaze me how traditionally
rowdy fans can suddenly become mice when it
comes time to give the team the needed vocal
support at a Homecoming game.
This Saturday, cheering and screaming will be
definitely in order. The Colonels still have a
chance to tie for the OVC championship,
providing they go undefeated in the next three
games.
All that can be said about the Western contest
is that it was one of the biggest disappointments
a Colonel team has ever had, since on paper the
team defeated the Hilltoppers in every category
except the score.
Home fan support was a crucial factor at
Western. The Colonels had first and goal at the
Western five-yard line (which was also directly
in front of the Eastern cheering section) when
time ran out in the first quarter. Four tries to
score at the other end of the field yielded nothing
but a couple of yards.
A big win over Murray would give the team the
confidence they need going into the November 6
show-down at Cookeville, Tennessee against
league-leader Tennessee Tech. Seeing more
than a few fans on their feet would also be sincerely appreciated.
***
Popular Sports magazine has ranked the
women's basketball team fifteenth in the nation.
According to Coach Shirley Duncan, while
preparing their women's pre-season basketball
prospectus, the staff of Sports Illustrated kept
hearing the relatively unknown name of Eastern
Kentucky, and called to get some information on
the team.
The squad lost only one player last year, center Bemie Kok. Duncan expects Gail Freshwater to be an important team member this
season. "Gail is a natural leader on and off the
court and she will probably continue to do so,"
Duncan said.
According to Duncan, the Colonels will meet
four other teams also ranked in the top 20, including Delta State, Tennessee Tech and Ohio
State.

•••

The men's gymnastics team's best all-around
performer, Tony Webber, had an emergency appendectomy last weekend. According to coach
Gerry Calkin, Webber will be out for six weeks
and will miss the Big 10 Classic November 6.
"He will compete this year, but won't be able
to do some things," Calkin said. "This is our first major setback and it will definitely hurt our
total performance."

**•

The men's basketball Colonels opened drills
two weeks ago and it looks like Coach Ed Byhre's
squad will have a great deal to work on.
Byhre must replace Carl Brown, the school's
all-time leading scorer and long-range shooter
Jimmy Segar. Brown was one of the last men cut
during tryouts with the NBA's Phoenix Suns.
Returning this season are senior Greg Shepman, juniors Darryl Young, Mike Oliver, Tyrone
Jones, Darryl Davis, Denny Fugate and Bill
Dwane and sophomore Kenny Elliott.
Dwane, Jones and Oliver were hampered by
injuries and illness last season, but are hoped to
be at full strength this year. Young will be
academically ineligible first semester.
from among seven freshmen listed on the
roster, Byhre may choose to give several some
playing time to make up for the team's losses.
The candidates are Mike Bell, Dave Bootcheck,
Danny Haney, Kyle Brooks, Jim O'Brien, Jeff
Wolf and Dave Tiemey.
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Racers are optimistic while
By MARLA RIDENOU R
Sporti Editor
A spirit of opUmiim will
prevail along the bench of the
Murray Racers ai they face the
Colonels Saturday.
The reason for Coach Bill
Furgeraon's optimum is the
fact that his team has played
well against the Colonel* the
last four out of five years. Last
season It was the Racers who
handed their Colonels their first

wss the OVC's Defensive
Player of the Week two weeks
ago. He has been leadng the
squad with at least 10 tackles
and five assists in the past three
games.
Defensive back Bruce Walker
returned a kick of 61 yards in
his team's 13-11 loss last week to
East Tennessee, raising his
average to 29.4 yards per
return. Walker has also totaled
three interceptions and four

The Eastern Progress

defeat, 26-7, which eventually
knocked the team out of competition for the OVC title.
This year the Colonels stand
at 1-1 in league play while the
Racers are 2-2, but Furgerson
will be hoping his team can
again play the role of the
spoiler.
Defense has carried Murray
so far this season, with many
experienced players returning.
The team is third In the OVC in
team defense, allowing only
264.4 yards per game and 14.6
points per game.
Their defensive standout is
senior captain Al Martin. Martin
is sixth in the conference in
tackles and assists with 51 and
25 respectively, and is also sixth
in tackles for losses with eight
for 37 yards.
Second leading tackier on the
Racer squad Is AU-OVC Eddie
McFsrland.
McFarland injured his ankle last weekend
and will be unable to play
against the Colonels, It is unsure how long he will be
sidelined.
Chuck Wempe also stands out
on the defensive side. Wempe

sidelined with the flu.
The Racers leading pass
receivers are Gary Brunuii and
Larry Foxwell. Brumm caught
11 passes last year for 155 yards
and Foxwell pulled in three for
42 yards.
A main blocker on the offensive line is senior tackle
Buff Fritz. Furgerson has been
extremely pleased with Fritz's
performance this sesson.
Another man to watch is guard
Dan Hutchinson.
Punter Wes Furgerson stands
fourth in the conference with a
40.1 average. Furgerson is a
former quarterback at Murray

Revenge is on Colonels' minds

BY MARLA RIDENOUR
Heading the attack is Junior
Hiafi School.
Sperts Editor
quarterback Ernie House.
Murray will - definitely be
hoping that its defense can
Although the Colonels have "Ernie's experience is s
carry them against the had trouble defeating the definite asset," Kidd said.
Colonels, since the offense is the Murray Racers away from House ranks third in the OVC In
conference cellar-dweller with home, the tact that it is total offense and second In
a 164.1 yards per game average. Homecoming will be one of the passing with 9.7 completions
Last week's 13-11 loss to East many advantages the team will per game. He shares the top
spot in touchdown passes with
Tennessee was a disappointing have Saturday.
Mike Robinson of Middle
BALANCE
characterizes
the
one for Furgerson s squad.
Colonel offense. "We can both Tennessee with seven.
In pre-season, Colonel coach run and throw," said Coach Roy
House's primary target is
Roy Kidd staled that the two Kidd. This is the major reason senior Elmo Boyd, s top pro
teams he most wanted to beat that the team is ranked second prospect. Boyd has stood first
were Western and Murray.
in team offense with a MLS In the league most of the season
With the Western game in the yard per game average. They in psss receiving with 4.9
past, the Racers will be trying have totaled 1529 yards rushing completions per game, 49S
to completely foil Kidd's plans. and 164 r—"lnfl
yards in M catches and four

fumble recoveries.
Despite problems with
inexperience on the offensive
team,
placekicker
Hank
Lagorce has come through in
dire situations. Lagorce has
tied the OVC record for field
goals the past two weeks with
three in each game.
He
replaced soccer-style kicker
Emodi Amagwula who Injured
his kicking foot In pre-season.
The freshman walk-on booted
three-pointers oi 27, 40 and 29
yards last week against East
Tennessee.
At the quarterback spot this
week will be backup David
Ruzich. Starter Mike Dickens,
who ranks fourth in the OVC In
passing, brusied his shoulder
last weekend but may come in
late In the game. In a reserve
role, Ruzich has completed 21 of
56 passes for 317 yards Ruzich
Is a transfer from Indiana
University.
Freshmsn tailback Tony
Harris has been the leading
ground-gainer in the past
several weeks.
Franklin
stepped in when starting
fullback Roger Rushing wss

"You won't
m go away
hungry"

Fullback Steve Streight muscles his way for more yardage
against Western opponents. Although the Hilltoppers handed
the Colonels their first conference loss, Streight picked up 123
yards in 24 carries. The team takes on the Murray Racers
Saturday at 2 p.m. culminating Homecoming festivities.
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By SUSAN BECKER
StaftWrtter
After falling to Purdue on
Saturday,
the
women's
volleyball team bounced back to
claim two victories in Tuesday
night's double hesder by
defeating both the University of
Kentucky and Northern Kentucky State University.
"Purdue wasn't impressive in
size, but they moved very well
and read our defense well. We
became too predictable in our
offensive
attack,"
said
assistant coach Jane Scheper.
The team played an international three out of five
game match against Purdue. In
the first game of the match,
Purdue beat the Colonels 13-15.
"We should have won the first
game," Scheper said. "We had
a hard time receiving the
serve."
"In the second game, we put
everything together."
The Colonels blasted Purdue
in that game, 15-3. But the glory
was short lived.
"In the last two games,
Purdue put up an excellent
defense," 'Scheper said. "We
threw everything at them—
spikes, dinks, offspeed. We hit
our peak in terms of offense, but
their block really began to
work."
The Colonels tipped their
season record to the winning
side, 16-13, with two victories
Tuesday.
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Sophomore Chris Roberts and
Junior Bobby Payne can also be
counted on for consistent play.
Both got their chance to start
this season on the "green"
defense with loss of several
seniors. Ron Wilson Is third in
the OVC in tackles for losses
with nine for 69 yards.
The enthusiastic homecoming
crowd will be another real asset
as the Colonels strive for their
fourth OVC victory.
Many
important visitors will be In
attendance, as well as tha usual
flred-up students. The Influence
of s home crowd wss seen last
week, as most of the team's
scoring threats came in front of
their student section. This week,
they will have practically
everyone In Hanger Field
cheering them on.
HfT

Volleyball squad wins twice

RICHMOND

Fresh tastes best

average to 31.1 yards per punt.
"Our real strength Is in our
defense right now," Kidd said.
"We are pretty sound and solid
at it shows since we are leading
the conference." The squad is
allowing only 237.7 yards per
game, tops in the OVC. They
are also allowing the fewest
yards passing, 98.9.
"The team has played super
defense," Kidd said. "They do
a good Job if they don't get tired
or mentally down."
TEAMWORK is the word
which
characterises the
defense. "We really don't have
one individual that stands out in
each game," Kidd said.
On the defensive line, senior
Greg Kiracofe and freshman Ed
Laski have turned in several
outstanding performances.
Laski contributed five tackles
and five assists last weekend.
Replacing
All-Amerlcan
Junior Hardin at noseguard is
freshman Joe Richard,
Richard is becoming known for
his quarterback sacks, and also
had a good day at Western with
eight tackles, four assists and
one sack.

Team sponsors tourney

•VIILHI til II III
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Never frozen
FASHIONED
Neverpre-wrapped pp.-.
No heat lamps
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touchdowns.
"With a receiver like Boyd
who can beat people deep, it
really keeps the defense
honest," Kidd said. Jim Nelson
and Jerome Kelley are also
threats In the passing attack.
"People have to say that the
Colonel running game is
strong," Kidd said. Everett
"Poo Loo" Talbert is regaining
his old form which made him an
All-American in 1974. Talbert is
averaging tl.l yards per game.
"Steve Streight, fullback, is
doing a good Job and is Improving each week," Kidd said.
"He is a good blocker and is now
a real running threat. You Just
don't make that many yards
against a Western team."
Streight totaled 123 yards in M
carries Saturday.
Sophomore Stan Mitchell's
speed makes him a backfleld
threat. Mitchell stands sixth In
the league in rushing with 61.4
yards per game and unbelievable nine yards per rush.
Guard Joe Alvino and center
Roosevelt Kelly anchor the
offensive line. "Alvino played
the finest football game against
Western since he's been here,"
Kidd said. Alvino graded 96 per
cent.
Center Kelly, another top pro
prospect, has been a consistent
performer for three years. He
has tremendous speed and Is
also an excellent blocker.
"I guess one could ssy that we
have skilled people in the skill
positions, like wide receiver,
runningback and quarterback,"
Kidd said.
Kicker Bob Landis has also
done a credible Job, stepping In
for Earl Cody who held the Job
tor three sessons before
graduating. Landis has kicked
four field goals and 20 of 22
extra points for s 4.6 points per
game average.
Handling the punting Is freshman Joel Scrafton. Scrafton
has seen steady Improvement
each week and has raised his

•The perfect creation of science...almost.
■•
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In a game that took Just 15
minutes to play, the squad beat
Northern 15-9, 15-11
Conversely, It took the Colonels
over an hour to defeat the
stronger UK team 154, 15-9.
"When Northern played UK,
It didn't look like either team
wanted to play volleyball,"
Coach Polvino said. "But when
we played UK, the game came
alive. I think Eastern inspires
other teams to play well."

"UK Isn't Just any team—it's
an instate team. And we Just
don't let in-state teams beat
us," Marcia Mueller commented before the game.
' •jrti
Eastern will sponsor an invtational tourney with Morehead
and Northern this Saturday
starting at 10:09 a.m. in the
Weaver Gym. There Is
admission charge, and the
public is invited.

Rugby struggle
ends in success
In their first home game of
the season, the Colonel rugby
team once again met the
University of Kentucky and
walked away in triumph. The
final score wss 28-17.
The team Jumped ahead early
with Jeff Wright and Mark
Griffin scoring successive tries
to put the Colonels on top 12-0.
Eric Auschendorf converted
both tries.
Steve Rowe widened the gsp
with a try to make the score 160. UK quickly regrouped to
close the score to 16-10 at
halftime.
The second half was a harf ought battle, with control of the
game see-sawing back and
forth. UK closed the gsp fur-

■

ther with s 30-ysrd penalty goal
to make the score 16-13.
A fine run by Bob Mellon
strengthened the Colonels' lead
20-13. Another try by UK made
the score 30-17.
With UK deep in Colonel
territory, the team gained
possession of the ball with a
strong ruck and a long defensive kick by Griffin put the bail
In Wildcat territory. A return
defensive kick by UK was intercepted by Bob Woolfork who
broke three tackles to score s
try with a 30-yard run.
The extra kick was good to
put the game out of reach 26-17.
The Colonels hope to have a
home game this Saturday at
11:00 a.m. on Intramural Field
number one.

iil:
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Donna, Marcia Mueller-sisters are worlds apart
By SUSAN BECKER
SUB Writer
Donna and Marcia Mueller
ire listers who would appear to
hive much in common.
Except for a three inch difference in height—Marcia's i ft.
I to Donna's S ft. 6, they bear a
strong physical resemblance.
They have both proven
themselves to be outstanding
athletes in their respective
not only at the University, but at
Presentation Academy in
Louiivilie as-well.
They also both plan future
careers in teaching.
But despite these similarities,
Donna and Marcia Mueller are
worlds apart in other areas.
"In high school it really drove
me nuts to be called 'Marcia's
little sister" or even 'Marcia',"
Donna said.
"By being just one year
apart, by being active in sports,
and having the same teachers,
we were always being compared. I resented that in some
ways. We're two very different
individuals."
One obvious difference in the
two personalities is reflected by
the sports in which they excel.
Donna channels her energy into
field hockey, while Marcia
directs her talent into volleyball
and basketball.
When asked why they chose
the sport they did, Donna
laughed and replied, "because I
could play field hockey better...that's the best answer I
could give. I just really enjoy
it!"
Marcia admits that basketball has a slight edge over
volleyball, as her favorite sport.
"As far as the sport goes, it's
basketball. I guess it's just
because I've played it since
eighth grade. It was the sport in
high school. It's more of a

challenge....there are more
things involved."
Marcia's dedication to
basketball has not been without
iU rewards. In 1»7S, she was
named "High School Basketball
Player of the Year" by the
Louisville Courier-Journal and
last year she was named
"College Player of the Year."
She has also received numerous
volleyball awards,
A record like Marcia's is a
tough act to follow, but Donna
said she hasn't felt frustrated
by trying to compete with her
older sister.
"In high school, people got the
impression that there was a lot
of competition between us, but
there never was," Donna said.
"Our parents never pushed
us," Marcia added. "They gave
us the opportunity, but let us do
what we wanted. That makes a
big difference."
"Donna likes hockey, but it's
really the only sport she likes.
But look at this," Marcia said,
pointing to a six inch high
tricycle that Donna had formed
from metal. "You wouldn't
believe all the stuff she's made,
a desk, an endtable..."
"That's the way it is," Donna
stated.
"Sports aren't my
whole life like they are Marcia's. Her major shows that,
my major shows what I'm interested in."
Donna is a junior majoring in
Industrial Arts Education, one
of the few women In that
department.
Her advisors told her "my
chances of getting a job are five
to ten times higher because I'm
a girl, and I'm really thrilled
about that," she said. Donna
plans to teach middle or high
school when she graduates.
"I'd like to get more Into the
arts and crafts than just metal

shop or wood shop," she added.
" I enjoy making things. If I had
more free time, I could get into
a world of my own just doing
that."
"She can make almost
anything," Marcia added.
Marcia is a senior Physical
Education major, and she is a
bit more apprehensive about
finding a job when she
graduates than Donna is.
"I'd be looking forward to
graduation if I had a jot) to go
to," Marcia said. "But I'll still
be leaving a lot behind.
After working with TMH
(tralnable mentally handicapped) youngsters this
summer, Marcia decided she
would like a career in that area.
"I never enjoyed a Job so
much-it was a great experience," she said.
"They're talking about
mainstreaming now, putting
these kids into regular schools.
I'd like to work with mixed
groups below the sixth grade."
In what little free time
Marcia has, she loves to do
ligsaw pussies and she also
collects the numbers "4" and
"41".
' 'Four was my number in high
school, and forty-four is my
number here," she explained.
Donna and Marcia live at the
opposite ends of campus, and
only see each other once or
twice a week. When they do get
together, they rarely discuss
sports.
"These years at Eastern have
been such a tremendous experience that couldn't have
been replaced," Marcia said.
"The opportunities I've had on
the court, the different coaching
philosophies and types of
teachers...they've made me a
better person. 'I'm proud of
what I've learned."

Donna Mueller
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Just before OVC championship

Men's cross country takes home meet
By MARK YELL1N
Staff Writer
In final preparation for the
men's OVC cross country
championship, Colonel harriers
romped to impressive victories
last weekend to run their dual
meet string to seven wins
against only one loss.
The squad tallied 21 points in
defeating confernece nemesis
Morehead State which finished

second with 51 points. Cumberland College was third with
63 points and the Kentucky
Athletic Club paced fourth with
96.
The meet featured a recordsetting performance over the
contours of the Arlington Golf
Course. Cumberland College's
Thomas Smith set a course
record of 26 minutes, 2 seconds
over the five miles to lead the

Martin stated that the adverse
weathex. conditions didn't help
much, she suspects that maybe
the Arlington course was set up
incorrectly.
"We changed the course last
week, and maybe we read the
pedometer wrong,'' Martin
commented. "Just Judging by
the times, it could have been a
fourth to a half mile longer than
it should have been."
The course is usually three
miles and the coaches will be
remeasuring it this week.
Paula Gaston, Jenny Utx, and
Vickie Renner took first,
second, and third places

respectively for the second
meet in a row. Teri Seippel
finished fourth and Cathy Cain
crossed the line sixth.
The team will travel to the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville for an invitational
meet this'weekend.
"We're expecting some good
competition," Martin said.

135 EAST MAIN.

LAST WEEK, MEMBERS OF
THE AVERAGE WHITE BAND
AND LITTLE RIVER BAND
CHOSE TO HOOf.ll AT
J. SITTER'S.
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The team will be idle this
weekend as they begin to taper
off from their usual heavy
training schedule for the confernce encounter.

Welcome Alumni
and Parents
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fraternities or groups, when purchased
ii quantities.

two team positions.
"I was extremely pleased
with the team effort which the
men displayed," commented
cross country coach Art Harvey.

"jnnrs^r^

Vri havi all name 'brant Athletic Supplies
We eHer discounts to teams

the team victory.
Sophomore Doug Bonk
pursued Creekmore by fivetenths of a second in third place.
Jim Keen, finishing in 26:56 and
Mark Yellin, 27 minutes even,
collared the fourth and fifth
spots respectively. Sam Pigg
rounded out the Colonels top
five with 27:18, placing seventh.
Gene Fitzhugh and Randy
Pridmeore captured the next

way.
Following Smith and clocking
26:07 was Indiana State
graduate, Dunae Gaston, who
ran unattached I non-scoring) in
the meet.
The next four places were
nabbed by a strong nucleaus of
Colonel thinclads.-Continuing in
his consistent role, freshman
Dennis Creekmore strided to a
school record of 26:25 in leading

Women harriers wipe OSU
By SUSAN BECKER
Suit Writer
The top five finishers for the
women's cross country team
captured first, second, third,
fourth, and sixth place in last
Saturday's meet with Ohio
State.
"We beat them quite soundly," commented coach Sandy
Martin. "I was a bit dissappointed in Ohio State-I thought
they had a higher caliber of
runners; most of them were Just
beginners."
Times for the runners were
almost two minutes higher than
their,-; averages ond, although
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INTRAMURAL AND
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
In playoff action last week,
Tau Kappa Epislon nudged Beta
Theta 1*1 in a thrilling overtime
game, while Theta Chi nudged
Sigma Chi.
Overtimes were the name of
the game as several other
playoff games "went into extra
action. SAC defeated Sigma Pi
by a slim yardage margin, as did
ODTII over Todd Truckers. The
playoffs were a salute to the
overall balance of all the
leagues. Sunshine, one of early
season favorites beat as strong
Rebel Yell squad 16-0, in what
has proven to be the largest
margin of victory.

In fraternity B' action, Tau
Kappa Epsilon met Theta Chi for
the championship after each
disposed of Sigma Chi and the
Betas, respectively.
CO-ED TENNIS
Ted Bertaux and Dianne
Dunlap defeated Mike Newkirk
and Jane Long to take the campus title.
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RACQUETBALL
Gary Pullian of Sigma Nu won
the fraternity championship
over Robin Knapp of Sigma Chi.
David Thomas of Sigma Nu
defeated Jess Jessup of Theta
Chi in the fraternity B' final.
In the independent division.
Hector Diodenet will face Bernie
Beck late this week in the final.
IMPORTANT
There will be a meeting for all
volleyball
managers
tomorrow in Begley 156 at 4:00.
Entry cards are due then.
Next week is the deadline for
co-ed racquetball and badminton. For co-ed racquetball,
one must find her-his own partner.
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Archivist plans oral Martin history
BY ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Feature Editor
The oral history of Dr. Robert Martin,
a project undertaken by the University
Archives, will begin in November according to Archives Director Charles
Hay.
The project will consist of approximately eight interviews with
Martin and SO to 75 interviews with
friends or business acqualntences of the
former University president.
"Our objective is to record by means of
magnetic tape and typed transcript
historically significant recollections of
Dr. Martin," Hay said.
"The interviews will be used to supplement the Martin papers, thereby
insuring that a complete account will be
preserved and available for serious
historical research,", he said. "We might
do one Interview oh video tape, if Dr.
Martin consents."
A $2,500 grant from the Kentucky
Bicentennial Oral History Commission
and $6,904 from University funds will

support the project. The wonies will be
used to pay salaries and meet travel,
duplication and tape costs.
Dr. William Ellis and graduate student
Barry Peel will be principal interviewers
for the project.
Ellis is Associate Professor of Social
Science and has. interview experience
and interest in oral history.
Peel was anchor man for WKYT-TV for
five years before doing graduate history
work. He currently does weekend news
for WTVQ-TV.
Ellis will work on Martin's life until he
(Martin) began work with state government. Peel will cover his life until he
Joined the University and the two interviewers will then combine to cover
Martin's life at Richmond.
Persons to be interviewed will be
chosen after research using the Martin
papers, newspaper articles and other
sources.
"We may have problems in this
respect," Hay said. "There are hundreds of people who might feel they could

add something to Dr. Martin's history
but we're limited to how many people we
can interview. So we're talking about a
very specific group."
Immediately after each interview, the
Interviewee will be asked to sign a
release which gives full rights'to the
University.
The interviewee can stipulate literary
rights and restrictions for the use of the
tape and can request a personal cassette
copy of the Interview.
After the Interview the tapes are
reviewed and indexed according to tape
counter numbers. The index is typed arid
the tapes are labeled and catalogued.
They will then be open for research
within the Archives under supervision of
that office.
"We can still use volunteers with an
Interest In oral history," Hay said.
"There is a lot of work involved in this
project and a few more workers would
certainly speed the process along."
Interested persons can contact Hay at
622-2820.

Campus poll favors Jimmy Carter
By BARBARA GAFFEY
Guest Writer
Jimmy Carter has a slight edge over
Gerald Ford, according to a poll recently
conducted on campus.
The students of Political Science 340,
under the instruction of Dr. Paul Blanchard, recently conducted a poll of
Eastern students concerning politics and
in particular the 1976 presidential
election.
Of the 149 students interviewed, 46
percent said that if the election were held
today they would vote for Carter, while 43
per cent stated they would vote for Ford.
The students were selected at random
from the names in the student directory.
The findings reported are based on
telephone Interviews with »2 respondents
who classify themselves as Democrats
and 42 who say they are Republicans. 26
of those interviewed stated that they
were Independents.
' Of those registered Independent, seven
per cent lean toward the Democratic
party and six per cent lean toward the
Republican party.
When asked about the factors that were
important in helping them decide their
party affiliation, 46 percent noted that

t

per cent stated that Eastern students are
interested and the remaining 11 per cent
noted that the students are Involved.
Concerning third-party candidates:
nine per cent said they were voting for a
third-party candidate in this election.
While 57 per cent noted that they would
■ote for a third-party candidate in
the future If they thought he were
competent for the position.
In reference to the presidential candidates of this election, the interviewees
were asked to discuss their opinion of
both Carter and Ford.

their parents had the biggest effect. 42
per cent stated the party's stand on the
issues was most important to them In
making their decision.
In reference to the issues of this
campaign, the students placed foreign
policy and economics as the most important. Candidate's party affiliation
and personality were also very Important
according to those polled.
One half of those polled described their
political beliefs as being middle-of-theroad. While 36 per cent said that they
were liberals.
Gerald Ford was
described by 43 per cent as being conservative, and 47 per cent said that
Carter was liberal.
The recently televised presidential
debates caused much discussion among
those questioned. 56 per cent noted that
they think the debates are very important in determining the outcome of
the election.
The other 44 per cent said that the
debates are "not very Important" in
determining the winner of this year's
election.
When asked about the University's
student attitudes toward politics, 52 per
cent said the students are apathetic, 37

I've got the
' We 're gonna

>.
-.*r

lose blues'
When things go wrong they seem to just
stay that way no matter how much flag
waving or moaning or groaning one does.
That seemed to be the case for the
Colonels Saturday when they ran head on
against Western in Bowling Green. The
rain wettened Colonels came up on the
short end with a 10-6 score leaving them
with a 3-1 record in the O. V.C.

Seven per cent stated that they think
Ford is one of the most honest people In
the country and five per cent said that
Carter la one of the most honest. 62 par
cent stated that Ford Is about as honest as
most people with 51 per cent saying that
Carter la about as honest as most. Ford
was rated by 56 per cent as being more
intelligent than most people and 36 per
cent think that Carter Is more Intelligent
than most.
With the election less than a week
away, 72 per cent of the registered voters
interviewed said that they did plan to
vote.
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The thrill of it all
From the enthusiasm of a bonfire to
the sometimes quiet moments at a
football game, young and old alike
enjoy the festivities of homecoming.
These events and others combine for
an action-packed weekend sure to be
remembered.

Homecoming is

'Photographs and memories \
Homecoming
ingredients...
Football, fair femininity and food are the
ingredients that make good homecoming
festivity, and Eastern Kentucky
University will have them all this
weekend.
These, plus the spice of music, dancing
and parading, are calculated to bring the
old grads (and the new ones) back to the
campus by the hundreds Friday and
Saturday (Oct. 29-30).
J. W. (Spider) Thurman, director of
alumni affairs, announced that
homecoming officially starts at Eastern
with a dance Friday at 9 p.m. in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom. During the festivity
the 15 candidates for homecoming queen
will be introduced and dance to the tunes of
Greenlyte Sunday.
The winning candidate will be crowned
as queen the next day at Hanger Field just
before the Colonels meet Murray State
University at 2 p.m. in a traditional
football rivalry.
Thurman said registration of visiting
alumni will begin Saturday at 9 a.m. in the
Keen Johnson Building.
At 10 Saturday morning, the long
homecoming parade will begin its' march
down Lancaster Avenue to downtown
Richmond.
Leading the parade as grand marshal
will be Eastern's new leader. Dr. J. C.
Powell, the university's seventh president
The theme will be "Love is..."
The alumni will chew and chat at the
homecoming buffet luncheon Saturday at
11:30 a.m. in the Keen Johnson ballroom
and at reunion luncheons for the classes of
1986 and 1971 and the members of the 1967
Rice Bowl championship football team, in
the Powell Building.
After the football game, the alumni will
gather at a reception in the Herndon
Lounge in the Powell Building for punch
and post-game quarterbacking.
Homecoming will conclude with a pop
concert by Bacon, Potter and Galbraith at
7:30 pjn. Saturday in Alumni Coliseum.

These and many personal facets all
contribute equally to the excitement of a
Colonel Homecoming.
Ask a student what Homecoming is to
them and the reply, "PARTY!" will undoubtedly be given. Ask this same student
the question ten years later and he will
pause a moment, gaze starry-eyed and
reflect inward and respond with several
phrases, all constituting memories.
Homecoming Is a time for memories;
those which have been treasured through
the years and those which are created at
events such as this.
Homecoming is the collaboration of all
these areas; take away one and the scale
becomes unbalanced, but with the correct
amount they bind together to form an
experience that is unique to the college
experience.
In the midst of structural changes,
...Finding out that although it's not
administrative
and
faculty
exactly the same, you can go back.
...The culmination of weeks of rearrangements, the Progress editors and
staff would like to take this opportunity to
preparation and anticipation.

Homecoming is...
...Walking along familiar paths fondly
remembering events that once seemed so
everyday.
...Taking time to stop and notice little
things, such as the serenity of the ravine in
autumn.
...Watching a parade that appears more
grand and glorious as time passes.
...Anxiously awaiting the final seconds
of the clock to tick off to officially signify
another Homecoming victory.
...Renewing friendships that had
become estranged through the years.
...Faces of young children awed by the
excitement of it all.
...Noticing this year's students and
wondering, "Was I ever like that?".
...Clowns giving lollipops to presidents.

convey to those visiting that the concept of
Homecoming never changes. Through our
•photographs and memories' we have tried
to recap a bit of the events of the past and
touch on what we feel will be memories in
the future.
"Party!" if the mood hits you, enjoy the
game and all the festivities that go along
with it and if you're-one for holding on to
memories, this special section may be one
to hold on to.
To those having special reunions this
weekend, the classes of '66 and 71—
welcome back and enjoy your visit.
For the Grantland Rice Bowl football
team we wish a hearty welcome and
perhaps some followers from this year's
team.
To all students, current and returning;
this day is for you, lift those glasses (or
paper cups) high in toast to a Colonel
victory.
And to all Murray invaders; well, maybe
next year.

A string of Homecoming floats will drift down Lancaster Avenue beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday.
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Homecoming candidates

The 76 Homecoming activities will be
spiced with an array of stationary
monuments depicting student ideas of
what love is.....
When the alumni roll into their alma
mater Saturday, seven campus buildings
will have decorated their windows and
interiors with paper, paint and some
personal communication for all to see.
"Love is Tricking Murray out of a
Treat" is the theme of McGregor Hall
while the Wesley Foundation picks on our
rivals too with "Love is Making a Killing of
the Racers."
Telford Hall spawns individualism by
letting each occupant decorate her own
window in whatever way she chooses.
Each floor will have a different topic and
category for the Homecoming theme.
Love is... could not be the same without
the Charles SchulU's "Peanuts"
characters in the line up. Miller, Beckham
and McCreary will grace their area with
"Love is a "Charlie Brown Homecoming."
Martin Hall takes a popular topic for
their contribution to the weekend by
putting on "A Weekend with the Colonel."
Dupree Hall, the only men's dorm participating, will also add with charm and
color their ideas of Homecoming.
All of the participating dorms will be
opened for the public to walk through and
enjoy the decorations put together by the
students.

Saturday is height of anxiety for 15 finalists
Wanda Barnett, who Is being sponsored
By GENE MCLEAN
by Keene Hall, la a freshman music major
Staff Writer
While football Coach Roy Kidd, his from New Albany, Indiana. Specialising in
assistants and the Colonel team will be playing of the violin, on which she obtained
concerned with a breed of Murray Racers, a partial scholarship to attend the
IS of the University's women will cross the University, Barnett also teaches guitar
Hanger Field turf at halftime in hopes of and calls her participation a good opbeing named Queen for this Homecoming portunity to gain experience and perform.
Bridget Bishop is another music major
contest.
Sponsored by University organisations, who is primarily interested in perthese IS were chosen from a group of SO formance. A member of the Marching
contestants in a general election held on Maroons, Bishop is sponsored by Phi Mu
Alpha and Delta Omicron. A Junior from
Monday, October 18.
Gaining the greatest number of the Jeffersbntown, Bishop said that she was
popular votes, these final IS are later surprised to be selected as one of the final
evaluated in a 10 to 15 minute interview in IS.
Kim Cundiff, a member of and sponwhich three Judges, usually selected from
some of the community organisations or sored by Kappa Delta Tau, ia a Junior from
from the alumni, critique the women on Louisville" where she was graduated from
beauty, speech or personality, and poise. Pleasure Ridge Park High School and
The contestant who obtains the most Jefferson Community College.
Majoring in elementary education,
quality points in these areas will be this
Cundiff said that the major advantage
year's Queen.
Making up the final corps, are can- from her participation besides meeting of
didates with varied backgrounds, ac- new people and being involved in a new
tivities and college majors. However, they experience was that it provides her with an
.all agree that their participation is not only opportunity to sponsor the K.D.T.'s.
Diane Fisher, a native of Lexington
beneficial in meeting of new people, but
where she was graduated from Bryan
also exciting as well.
Station High School, is a freshman JourThe IS finalists who will vie for the nalism major although she plans to further
her education In the field of drama.
crown include:
Anna Allen, sponsored by the Collegiate Expressing an Interest to be a playwright
Pentacle is a senior from Paris since and direct^Fisher said that by her being
transferring to the University after selected, she has reached a goal that has
brought her self satisfaction. Fisher is
graduating from Midway College.
Majoring in History, Allen has expressed being sponsored by Combs Hall.
Donna Graft, a fashion merchandise
an interest in attending law school after
major sponsored by the Sigma Nu
her studies are completed here.
A member of the Black Student Union fraternity said that it was good experience
and Phi Alpha Theta honor society, Allen to be Involved, for the Interview prepares
said that she felt it an honor to participate one for future Job applications. A Kappa
In an activity In which the students can Alpha Theta, Graft also expressed Inrelate to, identify with, and be personally terests In business administration and
management which are her double
Involved in.

minors. Graft is from Louisville and
Jeffersontown High School.
Kim Latham, sponsored by Phi Mu
Sorority, is a native of Richmond and is
currently working for WBZF. Asophmore
majoring in broadcasting and a little sister
of the Beta Theta Phi's, Latham said the
entire situation makes you feel good and
appreciate the opportunity to get to know
new people.
Amy Luyster is from Versailles where
she was graduated from Woodford County
High School. Sponsored by Case Hall,
where she is a resident assistant and a
member of the House Council, Luyster
said that her major interest was some
aspect of business although she remains
undecided on any specific area. A sophmore, Luyster said that "it was a thrill to
be chosen."
Carla McFarland, a four-year nursing
major sponsored by Palmer Hall, is from
Fort Thomas where she was graduated
from Highlands High School. Stating that
this was her first experience in anything of
this nature, McFarland said that the
major advantage from participating was
exposure to new friends.
Lisa Parker, sponsored on behalf of the
Black Student Union, is from Paris and is a
Child Care major. A little sister of Kappa
Alpha Psi, Parker said she was a senior in
the two-year program and should graduate
in May. Listing hobbies such as cooking
and sewing, Parker said, "It was a good
opportunity that I didn't have in high
school."
Zoe Roberts, a sophmore majoring in
medical technology, is from Pikeville and
is sponsored by Clay Hall. Roberts said
that she planned to come to the University
since she was eight years old, having
visited the campus while her mother
gained her masters here. Saying she
hasn't regreted coming here, Roberts

called the Homecoming competition a
"great opportunity to meet and associate
with new friends."
Sherry Robertson, sponsored by the
Kappa Alpha Theta's, is from Lexington
and is a Physical Education major. A
cheerleader for the University, and a TKE
little sister, Robertson said she "loved
Eastern and felt that being in
Homecoming is a definite advantage to
getting to know new and different people."
Sharon Schutx, a native of Atlantic City,
New Jersey, is a medical records administration major. A little sister of and
sponsored by the Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
Schutz is a junior and came to the
University at the advice of older friends,
she said.
Sherrie Sullivan, sponsored by the Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity, is a senior law
enforcement major from Owensboro. On
the advice of her aunt and uncle and a
program which she calls "excellent in her
major field," Sullivan transferred to the
University after first attending the
University of Kentucky. Sullivan said that
Homecoming "is exciting, a new experience for her, and a situation in which
the whole campus can be involved."
Debbie Thomas, an elementary
education major and a minor in learning
disabilities, is a sophmore from Shepardsville. Sponsored by Commonwealth Hall,
Thomas is a Sigma Nu little sister, and
calls it an honor to be selected as one of the
fifteen finalists.
These final IS will appear on October 30,
first in a parade and then will later don the
field before a crowd that has been
traditionally the largest of the year.
With excitement expected to be running
high, and a Homecoming crowd looking
on, one of these IS will replace last year's
queen Marilyn Dabney as Queen of the
University. .
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Halftime
pagentry
BY TERRY TAYLOR
Organizations Editor
The Marching Maroons will take to the
field amidst a whirl of color during the
homecoming halftime show. Combining
their talents with those of the Alumni
Band, majorettes, Little Colonels, and
Flag Squad, they will demonstrate theninterpretation of the theme "Love Is." Dr.
Robert Hartwell is their director.
The show will include ten different tunes
expressing the various aspects of love. A
fanfare based on "Love Is A Many
Splendered Thing" will be followed by the
opening number, a medley consisting of "I
Believe In Music," "Just An OldFashioned Love Song," "Theme of Love
Story," and "I'd Really Love To See You
Tonight."
The Alumni Band will then take the
stage to charm the crowd with a touch of
nostalgia. Returning for the third time
and directed by former band director
Nicholas Koenigstein, they will contribute
"Let Me Call you Sweetheart" and "What
the World Needs Now Is Love. Sweet
Love" to Homecoming memories.
After the Alumni Band performance the
Marching Maroons will be joined by the
rest of the entertainment platoons. The
majorettes, little Colonels, and Flag
Squad will all be strutting their stuff to the
feature presentation, "Who Loves You".
After exiting! the strains of "For All
We Know" and "MacArthur Park", the
band and company will relinquish the field
to the football teams.
Hartwell said that one of the biggest
responsibilities in organizing halftime
activities is getting the Alumni Band
together. Though he contacts over 800
people from old annuals and graduate
lists, there are people "coming out of the
woodwork" wanting to know why they
hadn't been reached, he said.
Besides eight hours of practice per
week, Hartwell Is also in charge of
arranging the marching patterns, a task
which he estimates requires about 15 hours
of preparation for ten minutes of performance time.
Douglas Oatley, an Eastern graduate,
arranges the scores for the band.
Love may be an elusive substance, but
the band's interpretation will provide the
fans with thirty minutes of solid entertainment

Old Hanger Field-a relic of days gone by
BY CAYLEN TICHENOR
Staff Writer
Perhaps the most significant thing about
EKU's last game in 1968 was not that the
Colonels beat Morehead 35-7. Nor was it
that they picked up the OVC championship
for the second year in a row.
The most significant thing about the
game was that it was to be the last played
in the old Hanger Stadium—now the site of
the Powell Building, Meditation Chapel
and the Wallace Building.
The old stadium was a relic of days gone
by.
Days, remembered by Assistant
Coach Jack Ison as times when the football
players lived in rooms underneath the
bleachers, in Sullivan and later Keith Hall.
They were the days when the school's

cafeteria was in the Keene Johnson
Building. Coach Roy Kidd lived in a house
behind one of the goal posts and the
players dressed in the Weaver Health
Building.
Jhe old stadium was built in 1S3S. It was
made possible by a federal grant and by a
"barrel fund." Alumni were asked by
President William O'Donnell to contribute
at least $2.50 the price of a barrel of
cement.
The stadium was designed to seat from
3,500 to 5,000 people whereas the present
stadium seats up to 20,000.
The grass in the old stadium was
bluegrass which was a far cry from the
present bermuda grass now in use.
Raymond Gabbard, associate director of

Building and Grounds, said that bluegrass
wears out faster than bermuda, however
bluegrass does not need to be mowed as
much he added.
Even though the last game was played in
1968, the new stadium was not put into use
until the third game of 1969. The first
home game was played in Stoll Field in
Lexington. The third game found the
Colonels back home but still playing in an
unfinished stadium. Ison remembers that
day. He was "excited" and "felt the atmosphere was good."
The stadium was completed and formally dedicated in 1970. The Colonels got
into the spirit of things as they defeated
Eastern Tennessee 10-6. A half time
program which included former Governor
Louie B. Nunn and former President

Robert R. Martin marked the event.
Larry Marmie, assistant coach played
for the Colonels from 1982-65.
He
remembered that the stadium was the
"heart of the campus. On almost any
given Saturday, the stadium was packed,"
he said.
That was one of the good things he liked
about the old stadium. The fans were close
enough to be heard. In the present
stadium, Marmie said, the "roars of approval" go out above the team's bench and
is hardly heard.
However, "Being realistic," Marmie
said "The new stadium fits the football
program. It's more representative."
Hanger Field is named after W. Arnold
Hanger, a financier who contributed to
many of the University's sports programs.
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Harvey 'Lee' Yeary

From EKU to Hollywood
By JUDY WAHLERT
ArU Editor
Harvey Yeary, a country boy from
Middlesboro, Kentucky, now lives on a
mountain top in the affluent subdivision of
Bel Air in Los Angeles. Although two
Mercedes and a Rolls Royce sit in his
driveway, a special limousine arrives each
morning to deliver him to work.
Cited as one of the nation's Ten Best
Dressed Men and married to a successful
model and television star, it appears that
"Harvey" has come a long way.
Better known to most people as actor
Lee Majors, this man spent most of his
college years on this campus.
Ambitious from the start, Majors
received the title of All State football
player in high school. His playing skill
eventually led to an athletic scholarship at
Indiana University.
I.U. did not particularly suit him so he
transferred to Eastern his sophomore year
after several visits to the campus and
some successful recruiting by coaches.
Majors held the position of wide receiver
on the Maroons squad until his junior year
when an injury put him out of the game.
He was off the field but remained on the
sidelines as an assistant football coach for
the remainder of that season.
Majors also proved himself as a member
of the track team, although perhaps not
quite beating any of Steve Austin's
records.
Not (or) after a new student arrives or
campus, he hears various stories
about the actor which have probably been
circulating for almost a decade now.
Usually missing among these are Major's
involvement in drama. He was cast in
several plays, including a lead role in The
Crectbk

A friend recalls that the entire football
team went to a performance of the play,
expecting to get a good laugh, but instead
ended up deeply affected by Major's excellent performance.
Apparently taking acting seriously he
spent a summer working at the Pioneer
Playhouse in Danville under Producer
Eben Henson.
After graduating with a B.S. Degree in
Physical Education and History in
February 1963, Majors headed for the West
Coast and secured a Job as a recreation
director in a Los Angeles park.
Keeping his acting goals in sight, he
managed to study under dramatic coach
Estelle Harman who had previously
coached stars such as Tony Curtis, Hugh
O'Brien, Rock Hudson and Charleton
Heston.
Perhaps Majors' biggest break was his
selection of agents - Dick Clayton, who saw
in the young actor a resemblance to James
Dean. Clayton had in fact been Dean's
agent, as well as Tuesday Weld's and Jane
Fonda's among others.
Through the agent Majors got the
chance to audition for The Big Valley
television series. He won a role and was
cast as the character of Heath.
Once he got his foot in the door it
remained wide open. A succession of roles
in television series followed Including
regular parts on The Mea From Saitoh and
Owea Marshall, Ceansetor at Law. His
name also appeared in the credits of
Alfred Hitchcock's The Monkey's Paw and
The Liberation ol L.B. Jones.
Lee Majors is now as well known as any
of the big names in show business, most
likely due to the success of his current

Six-million dollar man
series, The Six Million Dollar Man.
A practical businessman, Majors has
investments in the Oklahoma oil fields, a
dry cleaning chain in the Cleveland, Ohio
area, owns a line of men's wear and also
receives a percentage of profits reaped
from the $6,000,000 Man Doll.

Two years ago Majors was designated as
one of the recipients of a Centennial
Alumni Award from the University.
Selected on the basis of achievement, the
actor has indeed made a long climb up the
ladder from his college years here at
Eastern.

Harris's familiar voice resounds throughout stadium
By JOHN SCHUTTE
Staff Writer
His face may not be familiar but any
EKU sports fan would recognize the
resounding voice of James Harris, the
man responsible for announcing the play
by play action at the Colonels football
The tank is a pleasant one for Harris,
who deecribed the job as "more than a
regular job; it's like a hobby, particularity
since I don't got paid."
Harris has been sending his voice across
Hanger Field since 1965 when he came
here from Murray State University, where
he was employed as teacher and tennis
coach in addition to handling the announcing chores there. With this es>
perience behind him Harris was Immediately asked to accept the announcing
job here.
To some a Job like this might seem
boring or tedious. After all, how much
skill does it take to match a name with a
lunnberandcalmlvuifoimascreamlrigcowd
of your conclusion, number 14 tackled the
ballcarrier?
Actually there is more to it than meets
the eye. Harris must familiarise himself
with both team rosters before game-time in
order to do a quick and efficient Job of

telling the spectators who did what on the ded, "but that's not what I'm supposed to
be."
field.
Though it is hard sometimes not to
Of course, one roster will be the same
week-after-week and Harris admits that optonate over the loudspeaker, Harris
believes "the most difficult thing in anonly "the first time or two" requires a
nouncing football games is getting used to
great deal of preparation.
Even so, due to the fast and confusing the delay in feedback," that is, the time
action of the game, the Job sometimes lapse between when Harris speaks and
becomes too much for any one man to when he hears his voice through the
handle. In such cases Harris relies on his speakers. It's easy to get confused or say
son Jamie to aid him as a spotter. They the wrong thing because "you'll get inwork as a team, with Harris handling the volved in listening to yourself" Instead of
offensive plays and his son spotting the paying attention to what is happening on
the field.
defense.
One of Harris' main concerns in anHarris has not always had the services nouncing the games, besides controlling
of his son, of course, but he Is glad to have bis few bad habits, is the offensive
him helping out. "Previously I used linemen.
While the running backs and receivers
football players who were hurt," he explained, but this presented a problem in are duly applauded for their heroics, the
that "they become more involved in the offensive lineman remain relatively obscure. Harris takes special care to note
game" than in their appointed duty.
But Harris can understand this problem the play of the lineman, "because they
need publicity too." In spite of the
because he Is sometimes guilty of overinvolvement himself. He tries hard to tremendous Job they do "the poor ofannounce objectively, despite being a fensive linemen seldom get any
staunch Colonel fan, because, "the con- recognition at all" stated Harris.
Harris compares his Job not to that of a
ference wants PA people to be neutral, not
radio announcer, but says "It is more like
biased."
"It would be real easy for me to be a play-by-play on television because the fans
cheerleader with a microphone," he ad- can see what's going on."

In addition to his chores as sports anannouncer, Harris is an Associate Professor
of Communications and the chairman of
the Communications Department. He has
held this post since the department came
into existence in 1973.
As chairman of the department Harris
sees the field of communications as a
young and growing one on campus. In
terms of upper division majors it is the
fourth largest of seventeen In the College
of Arts and Sciences.
This rapid growth can be attributed at
least partially to Harris' understanding of
the Job market. Besides adjusting the
communications curriculum to meet
current needs, the department has also
added two new minors in film and public
relations.
" '
These additions were made, according
to Harris, "because other institutions in
tne state are not supplying the needed
courses. PR is good for broadcasting
majors; it helps our students get Jobs due
to the depth of experience and background
that's provided."
Reflecting the overall picture of the
communications department Harris feels,
"It is not as strong as we want it to be, but
we are satisfied in the direction we're
headed."
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Nashville band to entertain at Homecoming
Bacon, Potter and Galbraith is the
Homecoming concert attraction this year.
The concert is scheduled for Saturday,
Oct. 30 at 7:30 in Brock Auditorium.
Michael Bacon, an accomplished
musician, songwriter and singer, was
raised in "northern-south Philadelphia,"
an area which has produced more famous
singers than just about any area in the
country, according to Bacon. "I just hope
I lived close enough for some of the luck to
rub off on me," he said.
Although his mother played the mandolin. Bacon did not come from a "musical
family." His interest in music came from
early childhood training starting with cello
lessons at the age of eight. Until he took up
the oboe at fifteen, he studied classical
cello and found it very frustrating.
"With any string instrument you have
got to constantly improve beyond the point
of excellence or you will never play
anything but boring parts. That's why I
like the oboe," he says. "It's a solo instrument and the parts you get to play are
exciting." Along with the cello and oboe,
he has also learned to play the guitar,
banjo, and the drums.
Bacon started thinking seriously about
music as a career while in college. He
played guitar in several college rock
bands, wrote songs, listened to Pete
Seeger, Jim Kweskin, Phil Ochs. and
James Taylor which increased his
desire to create his own music.
After college, he started a group called
"Good News" with a friend. They signed
with Columbia Records, released one
album, and played in small clubs for three
years. An introduction to Bob Beckham,
President of the Combine Music Group, led
to a publishing contract and permanent
move to Nashville.
As a talented songwriter, he said,' 'I spend
a lot of time making sure every word and

every line in my songs is expressed as
clearly as possible. I don't go in for random trains of thought that people can't
understand."
Bacon has also developed a serious
interest in composing music for films and,
to date, has scored over twenty
documentaries. His future ambition is to
devote himself entirely to film scoring, as
that is where he says he finds his greatest
satisfaction.
It may not seem likely that the same
man who co-wrote a concert for the
prestigious Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra and was "discovered" by jazz

great Chuck Mangione would end up a Falls, New York, Potter formed a show
country singer from Nashville.
But band called "The Show Stoppers," and
stranger combinations have been made in they recorded with little success following.
the world of music and strange in the way
Potter tuned to folk-rock, and later was
that Don Potter travelled this route.
convinced to record with the Rochester
From his musically-talented father, Philharmonic-he co-penned that concert
Potter learned the basics of guitar, and it later became a million-selling LP
althoughhisfartherwasafiddle player. And i entitled, "Friends and Love."
it was also from his father that he learned
From the woods of New York, Potter
the transient life-style of the musician.
flew to Nashville, signed with Columbia
Records and recorded songs again. This
At IS years old, Potter struck out on his time, under the direction of Billy Sherrill.
own to California where he was disap- As for what happens to Potter now, is, In
pointed in what he found there. After
his own words, "up to the magic of Billy
earning enough money from a "Jack in the
Sherrill."
Bos" (restaurant) to return home to Glen
Newly signed RCA artist, writer and
producer Rob Galbraith looks back at bis
early musical influences of Ray Charles
and Jimmy Reed to find his strong r&b
roots.
Born in Concord, a small town In East
Tenn., he received piano lessons from his
mother. He later played the saxaphone in
high school bands and piano in rock groups
in high school and at the University of
Tennessee where he graduated with a
major in psychology.
After a stint of working with Nashville
groups, and spending some time in the Air
Force, be moved to Nashville and began to
fully develop his talents as a writer and
producer before joining Bob Beckham at
Combine Music.
Rob Galbraith is a man who has found
himself musically, and knows what he
wants.
As a performer, writer and
producer, he has covered all the bases and
wants to continue covering them. He's
doing what he wants-now he only wants to
get bigger, better, faster and stronger at
it.

Bacon, Potter and Galbraith

Admission to the three musicians concert will be $2 for students, and $3 for nonstudents.
te

Calendar of events
The annual homecoming dance begins
the weekend activities at 9 p.m. Friday in
the Keen Johnson Ballroom. Queen candidates will be presented during the
evening. The registration desk in the
Johnson Building lobby opens at 9 a.m.
Saturday and the parade is scheduled for
10 a.m. The Homecoming Buffet luncheon
in the Johnson Ballroom and reunion luncheons for the Classes of 1986,1971 and the
Rice Bowl championship football team in
the Powell Cafeteria begin at 11:30 a.m.

Pre-game coronation ceremonies are 1:30
p.m. on Hanger Field with the EasternMurray clash set for 2 p.m. kickoff. An
Alumni Reception follows the game in Herndon Lounge, Powell Building.
Homecoming activities conclude with a
"pop" concert at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni
Coliseum. Murray was 4-5-1 last fall, but
the Racers' 26-7 decision over Eastern was
the Colonels' first loss in 1975. Eastern
leads the series with Murray 10-14 with
four ties. Reserved seat tickets are $4.20.
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Dumped 26-7 last season

Colonels seek revenge
for '75 disappointment

'That's the way I like it'
Football coach Roy Kldd beams with joy following a Colonel touchdown during the Middle Tennessee game. Enthusiasm is projected to be at an all time high Saturday afternoon as the team prepares to avenge last year's loss to Murray.

By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sports Editor
Revenge will be in the air as the Colonels
take on the Murray Racers in Saturday's
Homecoming game.
Last season the Racers dumped the
undefeated Colonels 26-7 who were coming
off a big win over Western the week before.
Murray senior quaiterback Mike Hobbie
led his team to 407 yards in total offense
and the defense gave up only 142 yards.
Everett Talbert managed only 47 yards in
that contest.
Gone this season is the troublesome
Hobbie along' with several other experienced men on offense. Halfway
through the season the team is still looking
for a proven runningback, strength on the
offensive line and leadership from rookie
quarterback Mike Dickens.
Number one back-up last season,
sophomore Dickens has accounted for over
450 yards and three touchdowns while
starting in the past few weeks.
At tailback is freshman Tony Franklin,
who was ranked seventh in the conference
in rushing two weeks ago with a 57 yard
average. Senior B.F. Behrendt is the
regular starting fullback but may be
unable to play due to injury. He is backed
up by Randy Jones.
Defense is the Racers' strength, lauded
by their coaches as one of the best ever.
One standout is Chuck Wempe, who played
a crucial part in his team's 24-20
homecoming win over Middle Tennessee.
Wempe was named OVC Defensive Player
of the Week two weeks ago for his efforts in
that game-nine tackles, five assists, two
quarterback sacks and causing two
fumbles.
Other top players on defense are
linebacker and captain Al Martin and deep
backs Eddie McFarland and Bruce
Walker.

"Our offense has been playing fairly
well," said Racer Coach Bill Furgerson.
"The 24 points in the Middle game were
the most we've scored so far. Of course a
big part of that victory was the fact that we
caused nine fumbles.
"Our defense has been playing consistently and we've depended on them a
great deal," Furgerson said. "We try to
take our best points and work them to our
best advantage, while working around the
weaker ones. We're not really overpowering anyone."
"The team is not our biggest rival,"
Furgerson said. "Western is probably the
big one because of location and competition in recruiting."
Colonel coach Roy Kidd also echoed the
fact that the rivalry isn't strong with
Murray. "With Morehead so close they
are probably our biggest rival along with
Western." he said.
"At Morehead and Western many
students have friends who go there," Kidd
said. "Murray is so far west and draws
from other sections of Kentucky and from
out-of-state, so few students have friends
there."
"It hurts us to play Murray after
Western, " Kidd said. "It doesn't matter if
we win or lose the week before, we have to
be ready for them. And we never seem to
be ready when we play there. They've
beaten us down there for three straight
years."
"I.ast year when we played Western we
were the most well-prepared and at the
highest point we've ever been," Kidd said.
"When we played Murray we were at our
lowest point. I've never seen any team as
high one week and as low the next."
"At least when it's Homecoming, the big
crowd and all the activities perk us up,"
Kidd said.

Huller 'paints a picture' on Colonel broadcasts
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sports Editor
The broad toothy grin of Mark Huller
shows that he's a man who loves his work.
As WEKY's News and Sports Director
Huller does all the play-by-play for Colonel
basketball and football games, at home
and on the road.
"I really prefer radio work to
television," Huller said. "On TV your role
is just to add color and fill-in. In radio you
are describing something, painting a
picture, and I have more fun doing that."
"I enjoy working here," Huller said.
"When I took the Job last July (1975) I had
vaguely heard of Eastern Kentucky
University but had never heard of Richmond, Ky."
The Cincinnati, Ohio native is responsible for six daily newscasts, news reports,
and two daily sports wrap-ups as well as
weekend sports broadcasts.
"Except when football and basketball
seasons are going on all my work is spent
In news," Huller said. "Although the job is
fairly hectic at times, It's not as bad
duuring the spring and summer."
"I feel very fortunate to have had lb
(See HULLER Page »)

Mark Huller
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Who is that masked
man flying over
Hanger Field?
BY ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Feature Editor
For yean environmentalists have
fought advertisers who persist in using
large signs to get their message to the
public.
Although the billboard advertising may
block scenery and add a cluttered look to
the nation's highways and cities, an even
bigger display can be seen at every home
football game.
The flying banner has been used for
advertisement to outdoor events since the
early 1940s Historically the biplane has
been used to tow the flying banner due to
its ability for slow flight.
Steve Oliver has been flying banners
since 1964 when, at age 18, he earned his
commercial and instructional aviator's
license.
"I started towing banners in Kansas
City," Oliver said. "I used a Waco biplane
to tow over The Chiefs' home football
games then."
Now Oliver uses a rebuilt 1941 Stearman
to fly over outdoor events. His round include U.K. home football games and
Keeneland races in addition to flights over
Hanger Field.
"When I fry over Eastern's games I
work out of the Richmond-Berea airport,"
Oliver said. "Most of my other runs are
out of Lexington's Bluegrass Field."
All of Oliver's banners are over 100 ft.
long towed by a 200 ft line. The banner
carries a maximum of 35 letters but, ac-

Special alumni:

cording to Oliver 30 letters allows ample
spacing and doesn't make the sign whip.
"The hardest part of sign towing la
making the pickup," Oliver said.
"The banner is laid on the ground and
the tow rope is suspended between two
poles about 12 feet high and 30 feet between," he sald.I fly 10 feet over the banner's tow rope at about 100 m.p.h. and a
hook picks up the rope."
Immediately after the pick up, Oliver
takes his plane into an immediate climb to
pull the banner into the air. "If you don't
pull it up at a high angle, the sign will drag
enough to make it necessary to take the
climb gradually over a mile or so," he
said.
The biggest problem in the air is finding
where the pick up site is, since the
biplane's body blocks the flier's view of the
ground.
"All I can do is see the site from a
distance," Oliver said. "After that you
just sort of guess where the pick-up is and
try to fly over it. Your vision is blocked
once you start the run for the rope."
Each run lasts IS minutes, or about
seven circles of the field. Oliver cruises
between 60 and 85 m.p.h., but prefers the
high speeds of acrobatics.
"I'm really looking forward to starting
an acrobatics show this spring," he said.
"In maneuvers you fly at 200 m.p.h. or
better and the flight is more exciting than
just cruising in circles."
It will take a bit of preventive main-

. Steve Oliver starts Ma 1*41 Steerman biplane with caution. "You
Contact I have to be careful when you start these things," be said. "If the
propeller kicks back it can break your arm."
tenance," Oliver said, "but my main cttement they should call me at Air
concern is to find a woman wing walker. If Associates. Believe me, it could be a lot of
anyone at Eastern is interested in ex- fun If you're not scared of high |

Grantland Rice Bowl team returns

By CHRIS JONES
Gaeil Writer
When the high-flying Colonels take the
field Saturday In their Homecoming tilt
with the Murray Racers-another group of
Colonels will be watching intently the
outcome from the stands.
As countless Eastern alumni renew old
friendships and familiarize themselves
with the ever-changing campus this group
of alumni, dear to the hearts of Eastern
football fans, will be the special guests of
the University, the 1967 Ohio Valley
Conference Champion and Grantland Rice
Bowl champion.
In capturing the Rice Bowl crown by the
score of 27-13 over Ball State, the Colonels
culminated a season which saw them
begin on a sour note and pick up steam
down the stretch drive finishing 8-1-2
overall and posting a 5-0-2 league mark.
The men of Coach Roy Kidd were paced
by the "big play" antics of Ail-American
receiver Aaron Marsh, the passing of Jim
Guice and quality performance by
tailback Jack McCoy, linemen Fred
Troike and Bill Brewer of the offensive
unit, and defensive standouts Teddy
Taylor, Miller Arritt, Chuck Siemon, Ron
Reed and Harry Lenz.
Marsh, who established an NCAA
College Division record for pass receptions

in one game with 19 catches for 316 yards
against Northwood, Michigan, set
receiving records for both number of
receptions and yards. He hauled In 70
aerials for 1,069 yards and nine touchdowns. He also had a hand in 13 other EKU
and OVC marks. Following a brief career
with the Boston Patriots, Marsh now
resides in California.

Directing the Colonel offense was
Florida native Jim Guice who accounted
foe most of eastern's passing offense,
completing 112 of m attempts for 1.3M
yards and 11 touchdowns.
McCoy, a slashing type runner provided
the punch to the ground game with S61
yards in 130 totes for five touchdowns and
a 4.7 average.

"We had tremendous spirit," remarked
the Colonel boss, now serving In bis 13th
season as the head coach. "The kids had a
tremendous amount of desire to excel and
worked as s unit In every game."
The year 19(7 is one to be remembered
for a long time among fans and especially
the group of dedicated athletes that made
it all possible.

Huller 'paints a picture' on Colonel broadcasts
(ceattsned from Page *)
opportunity," he continued. "Hiring me
was sort of a gamble for WEKY, but from
the feedback I've received, they're glad
they made the choice."
"I was supposed to be a color man for
the sports broadcast of the first Colonel
football game at Dayton last year, but onehalf hour before game-time they told me I
was going to do the play-by-play," Huller
said.
"Last year it was bard to prepare for the
games because I didn't know anything
about the conference," he said. "This year
it's been 500 per cent easier. Now that I'm
familiar with the OVC and the coaching
staffs, it's a lot less work and
preparation.
"Karl Park (Colonel Sports Information
Director) made everything much easier
for me," Huller said. "He made me feel
more at, home than anybody else."

"The football coaching staff has been
extra-cooperative," he said. "They are
always glad to talk and help me out. The
University has always made it easy for
me, with the accessibility of the coaches
and Karl's help. The situation hasnt been
as easy in other places."
A 1975 graduate of the University of
Cincinnati, the broadcasting major wasn't
out of college too long before he went to
work at a Cincinnati TV station. "I was
there about a year and had a chance to do
some play-by-play during high school
telecasts," Huller said.
"I was also sports director of the
campus radio station at UC and got to
travel with the team. I even went to the
NCAA tournament a couple times," he
said.
"At LaSalle High School I even got to do
play-by-play," he continued. "The gym
was small and a small closed circuit TV

was set up so people could watch downstairs in the cafeteria. That was my first
broadcast experience."
Setting up for a broadcast usually goes
smoothly for Huller, but at last year's
Murray football game he had a tougher
time than the team.
"Our broadcasts are by telephone voice
coupler and I check the lines the day
before a game when the team Is working
out," he said. "We have a mutual
agreement with stations that cover OVC
games to provide the phone setup."
"The day before the game the phone
wasn't there, but the Murray SID assured
me that it would be there the next day," be
continued. "One hour before the game it
still wasn't there and I had to drive to a
local radio station to borrow one. I missed
some of the pre-game show but made it on
the air."

